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FOREWORD AND OVERVIEW

This report describes a three year research project on decision making

at a medium-size British Airport. The study was supported by the European

Science Coordinating Office of the US Army Research Institute. Three

reasons for this investigation were

(i) Airports will play an increasingly important role in the growing

leisure industry as well as in military use, but their decision

processes had never been studied.

(ii) More and more organizations operate through subgroups, that is to

say decentralization, as it seems to be more effective. Airports

offer unusual opportunities for the study of semi-independent sub-

groups.

(iii) Organizations are affected by environmental factors like uncertainty

and unpredictability. Airports offer a good opportunity to study

this phenomenon.

This final report was written over the three year period of the

project and faithfully reflects the developing stages of thinking and data

gathering. It addresses itself mainly to social scientists and uses

technical terms when this is appropriate. Most of these terms are

explained in the text or in the operational definitions of the variables
1

(pp 27-8).

In the Foreword and Overview we want to reach policy makers rather

-than social scientists and will avoid technical terms wherever possible.

We will describe the essential features of the research where it differs

from most previous studies and the conclusions the findings suggest.

1 For the finer points of the statistical method, the reader is
referred to the original sources.
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The research opens up an important approach to the study of decision

making in organizations. It is based on a series of antecedent studies

which developed the theoretical model, the measurement of variables and

a special approach to gathering verifiable data in the field. These

antecedents are briefly referred to in the technical report with

references to the original sources.

Although the research took place on a single site, the focus is

not the organization but 108 specific decisions. We believe that the

findings make a contribution to the understanding of decision making in

general and apply to many organizations, including the military. The

expectation that our results can be generalized is based on the fact that

the project we are reporting upon is the culmination of a series of studies

going back to 1969 which give broad support to our conclusions.

Therefore we believe that a realistic model, from which predictions can

be made, has been developed. There are lessons for subjects like

leadership and morale and, in particular, for the effective use of human

resources like experience and skill.

Most field studies of decision making in organizations use one of

two alternative approaches. Case studies describe in varying degrees of

detail what is observed or what respondents tell the researcher about

organizational life. They use verbal description of events, although

figures can also be used to support the overall picture. Case studies

assess what goes on over a period of time varying from days to years.

The conclusions from this type of research usually derive from a single

organization and may not easily be generalized.

The main alternative model treats a sample of organizations or a

sample of organizational events by means of what can be called a

"snapshot method". It obtains results in the form of data at a given

moment of time. Questionnaires or interview schedules produce the

statistical data. The researcher has made a selection of variables

and sets out to test predictions that one variable - for instance job

satisfaction - will show a statistical relationship with another - for

instance productivity or efficiency. It is then often assumed that V

positive statistical findings can be interpreted as describing the

impact of Job satisfaction on productivity.

°i ',



While one can call case studies descriptive, the snapshot statistical .

data type of research can be called analytical. Its purpose is to

analyse relationships between clearly defined variables and, if possible,

to derive predictive conclusions.

Both types of research have advantages and disadvantages, which

tend to be complementary. Case studies look at real events over time,

but cannot usually measure statistical relationships. They produce

qualitative material and because they tend to be confined to a single

organization, cannot predict future events with conviction.

The snapshot measurement of a sample of organizations suffers from

two major problems. In the first place, the researcher spends only a

short time in each place and therefore fails to obtain the "in depth"

understanding of the events he purports to measure. His data is confined

to specific answers, usually quantified into figures, and he cannot be

sure what the statistical answer to a verbal question actually means to

the person who answered. No revision is possible, although our

experience shows that people confronted with their own results sometimes

want to change their answer or the interpretation placed upon it by the

researcher. However, if one assumes that the statistical data is valid,

then Interesting conclusions can be derived from a study of the relationship

between variables. The second problem is potentially more serious. -

Conclusions based on the snapshot method assume that the moment of time

when the data was collected is representative of other times, such as the

following week or month. However, there are many aspects of organizational

life when such an assumption is quite unrealistic. This is particularly

true of decision making.

Psychologists often test for changes over time by repeating the

interview or questionnaire administration. If the result is very similar

to the first administration, it is called reliable. If it is dissimilar,

it is called unreliable. But what if the later event is meant to be

different from the first event? This is exactly what one should expect

in behaviour like decision making. The snapshot method does not allow

for this.



(iv)

A
We believe, therefore, that the understanding of organizational life

requires a method of research which combines the advantages of the case

study and the measurement of specific events. Such a method has to

obtain accurate data at avarious phases of time. It can be called

longitudinal. Measures at different periods of time could use the snapshot

method. Like a series of photographs of a tree in spring, summer, autumn

and winter, it would reveal great changes in colour and foliage. Such

a longitudinal picture yields predictive results, but it may fail to

give some essential understanding of cause and effect. The four snapshots

do not tell us what went on between each season. If leaves are green and

fresh looking in September (in the Northern hemisphere) in one year, but

yellow and frail in another, this will be due to events occuring between

the times when the two snapshots were taken and may be due to drought or

extreme temperature changes. These intervening events have to be monitored.

From this analogy we argue that organizational analysis, too, requires

a method of research which obtains data of the process of change. We
t, ,1

call such a method "processual' to distinguish it from a longitudinal

snapshot design. For scientists to be present all the time over a period

of years is, however, unreasonably expensive and probably unnecessary. We

have therefore developed a fairly economical procedure for obtaining

processual data.

The Airport research has used some established and several new

approaches to fizld research on decision making which can be summed up

as follows

(A) The cycle of decision making is divided into four distinct phases

1. Start up phase

2. Development phase

3. Finalization

*4. Implementation

1 The technical term used for combining measurements of data at

predetermined stages with a monitoring of the process between successive

measurements is "diachronic".



(B) Nine factors are assumed to be of particular importance for

understanding decision making (See Figure 8, pp 27-28)

1. Uncertainty and unpredictability

2. Effectiveness in using time and other resources, like money

3. Achieving the expected results (through implementation)

4. Delay (wasted time)

5. Influences from outside the organization (the Airport)

6. Conflict. How intense is it?

7. Skill. How much experience and skill is required for the

decision and how much is used.

8. How much influence and power is shared between different levels

or the organization (involvement and participation) .

9. How much formal influence does a group or committee have? We

call this Status Power. For instance the constitution of a

committee may specify whether it can take decisions or give advice.

(C) Some of the nine factors are assumed to influence, predict or cause

changes in the other factors. These relationships are described

in a model (see Figure 5, pp 22).

For instance variable 9, Status Power, and variable 8, Influence in

decision making, are called predictors of factors like Skill

Utilization (variable 7) and Achievement (variable 3).

(D) Most of the nine factors are expected to have different characteristics

in the four phases of the decision cycle. Consequently they have to

be measured in each phase.

(E) Our unit of analysis is the decision. Our sample is 108 separate

decisions. In most research projects, the unit of analysis is the

organization or the people in it.

(F) We have developed a field method which allows us to carry out the

necessary measurements fairly economically and with quality checks.

Interviews about present and past events (using tape recorders),

attendance at committee meetings, analysis of past committee meetings

and a procedure called Group Feed-back Analysis are combined to

produce data from the whole process of decision making.

K
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(vi)

(G) Since we get data from each of the four phases of the decision cycle,

we set out to test causal assumptions. For instance, we predict

that people who can exert influence in earlier stages of the decision

process will help to speed up the implementation of the decision

(avoid delay).

(H) Whilst most organizations have sub-groups, airports operate with a

substantial number, like baggage handlers, airport cleaners, etc.

We identified eleven such sub-groups (p 9) which operate within the

Airport but are responsible to their own parent organization or

Head Office outside the Airport. We say that each one has a
1

measure of independence or autonomy. This independence

requires a certain style of leadership and it is now widely believed

that sub-grouping leads to more effective work behaviour.

(I) The research was designed to test a number of assumptions (hypotheses)

predicting relationships between the variables described under (B)

above. Some of these relationships are expected to be confined to

certain phases of the decision cycle and a number of them are causal.

We can test cause effect between variables because in the decision

cycle, causes precede effects in time. The statistical method we

use tests for causality.

Overview of the most important results

Real life decision making, unlike laboratory situations, is complex.

In this report we test four simple and five complex hypotheses. A

fairly clear overall picture emerges. Democratic leadership practices,

defined as giving lower level employees and consultative committees

real influence in the decision process, have beneficial effects on the

organization. Democratic organizations leave sub-groups to get onj with their own tasks without interference, and they accord high status

I The technical phrase is semi-autonomous groups.

- oO|



(vii)

to consultative committees. The outcome is an effective use of

resources, achievement of the expected results, no delays in implementation

and - perhaps most significantly - a high utilization of people's z
experience and skill. Some of these results confirm previous findings,

but they are particularly clear-cut and more specific. For instance, we

now see that democratic decision making practices are especially important

In certain phases of the decision cycle and not in others.

The ten conclusions which are summarized below have implications for

policy makers, leaders at all levels and those engaged in training and

organizational design

1. Decisions are rarely made instantaneously. The time cycle varies,

but the four phases described in (A) above could always be identified

(see Figure 2, p 18).

2. People behave differently in the four phases (see Figure 6, p 23).

For instance, the amount of employee involvement during a decision

on the acquisition of new equipment was considerable in phase 4

(Implementation) and much less in phase 2 (Development). There

was no involvement at all in phase 3 (Finalization) and phase 1 (start

up). This suggests that averaging out a measure of employee

participation over the four phases could be quite misleading and even

useless. It follows that research methods which use snapshot

measures may fail to get meaningful results. This reasoning could

explain why most research on leadership and decision making has produced

weak statistical relationships.

3. Consultative committees cover a limited range of issues each year and NE"

the frequency of discussion for each topic vaie- from yea to ear.

Discussion on training, for instance, came up once during 1978-79, but

not at all in the preceding or following years (Table 1 p 30). Even

a subject as important as health and safety, which came up eight times

in 1978-79 and four times in the preceding year, was not mentioned at

all in the twelve meetings during 1979-80. A lot depends on who

1 That is to say low correlations. Low correlations produce poor

predictions because they account for only a small amount of the

variation in the behaviour they set out to explain.

....



(viii)

takes the initiative in raising issues for the agenda. It varies

from year to year and is a function of the leadership style of

management and the chief union representative (see Table 4, p 34).

4. Most time in consultative committees is taken up with one-way

communication (81%) and not with reaching agreement on oustanding

issues (see Table 5, p 34). Although these results were summarized

for one committee, they were typical of the three others we attended

and whose minutes we also analysed.

5. A detailed analysis of 108 decisions supports the theoretical model

which puts employee participation as a determinant or predictor of

outcomes like Skill Utilization, Achievement and Efficiency (see

Figure 5, p 22). , .-

Speaking very broadly, the results suggest that when employees at

lower levels of an organization are able to exert Influence on the

decision process, the outcomes are more positive than when they do

not exert influence (see for instance Figure 10, p 48).

6. The formal influence and power which constitutions give to committees

or which custom and practice give to different groups in an

organization (called Status Power) is an important predictor of outcomes.

For instance, the high Status Power of a Joint Consultative Committee

leads to a high degree of skill utilization of workers - particularly

in the Development and Implementation phase of decision making. It

also leads to high Achievement (Figure 9, p 47).

7. Substantial delays in the Implementation phase of decision making

seem to be due to two circumstances. Firstly uncertainty or

unpredictability of events in an organization, and secondly the

inhibiting influence or interference from Head Office. In our

experience at the Airport, unpredictability was due to poor planning

more than weak leadership.

The negative effect of Head Office attempts to intervene in the affairs

of some independent sub-groups inside the Airport (Catering is a good

example) was due to Head Office not having the knowledge and experience

I
.
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which the independent unit had. Head Office wanted to recruit

workers from a wider geographic area, while the catering unit in the

Airport wanted to recruit locally. The result was a long delay before

high labour turnover of staff recruited by Head Office convinced them

that local recxatting was preferable (Figure 11 p 5Ob).

8. However, when external influence (from Head Office) is used through a

process of consultation with the local sub-group, the results are

positive.

This kind of Head Office influence reduces conflict in the implementation

phase of decision making, although it also reduces the skill utilization

of senior staff in the sub-group (Figure 12, b 51b).

9. Conflict in the Implementation phase of decision making is caused by

two factors. Firstly, autocratic senior management and secondly,

uncertainty and unpredictability due to events outside the organization.

Most of the uncertainty in the case of this Airport was due to a

Government-sponsored enquiry which will decide whether the Airport is

to expand or contract.

10. Employee participation in the Development and Finalization phase has

two positive outcomes. It increases the efficiency of decision making

and it speeds up the implementation phase. Both these outcomes,

that is to say Efficiency and speedy Implementation, are related to

Skill Utilization of lower level employees (Figure 13. p 52b).

We believe that these findings have implications for policy makers.

ilb
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RESEARCH ON INTERORGANIZATIONAL DECISION MAKI4G

WITHIM A BRITISH AIRPORT

I NTRODUCTI ON

This longitudinal project was planned to cover three years and can

be divided into three stages.

Stage 1 (1080) is intended to establish the base from which to

proceed. It covers the following activities:-

(i) obtaining sanction. Management at various levels, unions

as well as subcontractors, have to understand the project

and agree to collaborate. In obtaining these sanctions,

the researcher will also learn about the personnel

involved in the decision process and about some of the

dimensions specified in the research design.

(ii) Select a ample of decision issues which it is proposed

to follow through over space-time dimensions.

(iiI) Pre-test the interview schedule instrument derived from

a previous research but adapted to the new research

design as specified in the application.

(iv) Identify the semi-autonomous units and their boundary

relations to the airport decision process. -v

Stage 1 can be called the descriptive and pilot stage but a great

deal of decision behaviour information will be accumulated through

tape recorded interviews and their content analysis.

A good start was made early in 1980 and intensified after

April. The first Progress Report described the early work.

.. . . .

* ,.. . .. . . . . . .'
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4%
.SOMIE BACKGROUND TO STANSTED'S HISTORY

The development of Stansted began early in 1942 with the

arrival of the 817th US Engineering Batallion, followed by the

825th and finally the 850th Engineering Aviation Batallion.

The wartime British Government had decided that a United States

Air Force Base would be built at Stansted. An area of nearly

2,000 acres was acquired in 1943 and a main runway of 6.000 feet

aby 150 feet in the north east/south west direction was built.

There were also two subsidiaries: the first one 420 feet by 150 feet,

north west/south east, and the second 420 feet by 150 feet, north/south

were also constructed.

Two squadrons of B25 aircraft operated from this site on raids

over Germany and the occupied territories until August 1945. A major

maintenance base for American aircraft was also constructed on the

south side of the airfield and Boeing Flying Fortresses and Lockhead

Liberators were flown in for major repairs. The operational work

finished in May 1945 and in August 1946 the United States Air Force

withdrew while the airfield was absorbed into an RAF base under a

maintenance command (maintenance unit 263). At almost the same time

German prisoners-of-war were housed in some of the isolated huts on

this airfield site.

The first civilian operators began work at Stansted towards

the end of 1946. An organization called London Aero Motor Services

used six modified Handley Page Halifax aircraft carrying freight and

in the summer of 1947 Kearsley Airways Limited began chartered flights

from Stansted with three DC3s and a Proctor aircraft. In December 1948

the British Minister of Civil Aviation started a plan which considered

using Stansted for three purposes:

(i) as a principal airport in the London area for charter

operations.

(ii) as a base for charter operations from Gatwick and other

airports.

(iii) as a main diversion airfield for charter and schedule

services operating in the London area.

i" li ni i i ,' al .liil m * i *2' - .ldin',. . . .. ... . "- .' "*. " - " ."" " " " " -
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In April 1949 the airfield was transferred from the Air Ministry %

to the Ministry of Civil Aviation.

The United States Air Force considered the possibility of

using Stansted with their new type jet aircraft and obtained approval

for an extension of operating facilities which were to extend the

runway and strengthen its surface. The 803rd United States

Engineering Aviations Batallion started to use Stansted in February 1954

and continued there until December 1956. During this time the runway

was reconstructed and other taxi ways were built. A considerable

number of passengers passed through Stansted between 1954 and 1956;

these passengers were mainly troops. The United States Air Force

Engineering Batallion finally withdrew from Stansted In April 1957

and the Air Ministry in Britain decided that the military need for

this airport was no longer justified.

Since 1961 the airport has had a very chequered career with a

variety of uses, depending on local circumstances and changing needs

both of the potential operators and central Government. There was

no overall plan. To begin with the airport was used as a fire service

training school and during that time the United States wartime church

became the principal lecture room. A very large number of students

attended courses in firemanship up to advanced level. For a short

time between 1961 and 1962 the airport was used for the production of

a line of Carvair Aircraft, while other organizations used it for

trooping flights and the training of pilots by British European Airways

and British Overseas Airways. The fluctuation in passenger movements

was very considerable, varying between 13,000 and 105,000 over the

period 1959 to 1964.

Government policy on airport extensions has been characterized ,2,

by uncertainty and U-turns. Government white papers in 1961 and 1964

recommended that Stansted should become one of Britain's four major

international airports, along with Heathrow, Gatwick and Prestwick.

Local opposition to the Stansted plan was very intense and the

Government abandoned the planned extension. In 1971 the Roskill

I.-.
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Commission was set up and the Government then announced Its intention

to create an entirely new airport at Maplin on the Essex coast near

Southend. The economic recession of 1974 led the Government to

cancel the Maplin Plan which would have cost £1,O00M. Another

white paper on airports was published In February 1978, where the

Government recommended limited expansion of Stansted to Increase

the terminal capacity from one to four million passengers a year.

It must be emphasised that Stansted has one of the longest runways

in Britain and the opening of a new motorway, the Nll, gave It

exceptionally good access from London by 1977-78. The present

capacity of Stansted is for one million passengers but at the moment

only one third of this capacity Is used. Expansion to Its full

utilization could take place without a substantial increase in

manpower.

" The position in 1980 is that the present Government has decided
that Stansted will indeed be London's third airport but in order to

confirm this decision and make it operational, a public inquiry will

have to be held. This will take some time. At the moment the

airport is not economical; It is losing approximately £2M a year

because it has to be kept open 24 hours even if there are few or

no aircraft using the facilities. Charter airlines are reluctant

to use Stansted until the Government has made a firm decision and,

in spite of recent attempts to publicise the facilities and easy

access of this airport, the general public has hardly heard of it

and is more attuned to using the smaller airport at Luton or the

two main London airports.

These circumstances and particularly the recent sad history of

Government reports, followed by protests and changes in policy, has

had a substantial impact on the attitudes of staff at Stansted. The

so-called "Stansted Saga" which has lasted over sixteen years and is

likely to continue over the next half-decade, will have to be documented

to account for many of the problems which we encounter on the site at

this moment.

S.
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It will also be necessary to enquire into the more general

conditions relating to air travel as it affects the process of

decision making at Stansted. During the 1970s air travel expanded

I by about 10% in Europe but during the 1980s this is expected to fall

*to 5% because of current economic difficulties. At the same time

* the costs of using airports and constructing new ones are likely to

,, increase very sharply. It has been estimated that during the 1980s

airport construction in different parts of the world will cost about

" £50B.

For various reasons there has been a sharp change in the

technological needs of airport expansion during the last decade.

* To begin with there was a tendency to extend runways to allow bigger

aircraft to land and for more runways to be built to make it possible

for several aircraft to land simultaneously. With the development

of wide bodied aircraft which could carry twice the previous number of

passengers, the problem shifted from building runways to designing

buildings which could handle very large numbers of passengers in very

short bursts of time. These problems had considerably increased the

. need for rapid decision making and careful planning.

Environmentalist demands are increasing and it is now necessary

to reduce or stop flights during the evening or night hours. This

means that all the scheduled flights have to be pushed Into the remaining

hours of the day and this too increases the turbulence surrounding

airport managements' decision processes.

I
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FIRST STAGES OF FIELD WORK

Objectives

Beyond the obvious purpose of getting to know each of the

main (potential) decision makers in the organization, the early

interviews were designed to: (1) obtain role specifications,

(11) areas of responsibility, (iII) patterns of communication

with other employees in hierarchical as well as lateral positions,

and (iv) first indications of problem areas.

The Top Team _.,

Early negotiations and discussions had taken place with the

Director of Personnel of the British Airport Authority, the

General Manager at Stansted and the Director who is in charge of

Gatwick as well as Stansted Airports. These interviews established

the organizational structure, functions and some preliminary ideas

about problem areas.

The main preoccupation of the top team is with the problems

emanating from the possible designation of Stansted as the third

London airport. The circuitous history of this policy has already

been described. The British Airport Authority (from now on BAA)

will be subjected to considerable stress as a number of well

organized local government and environmental pressure groups rehearse

and intensify their battle to oppose the designation of Stansted.

This area of macro decision making is outside the scope of

our research project but will Inevitably affect some of the internal

decision processes. In particular, we expect that these external

events will increase the importance of one of our independent

variables, namely: turbulence and uncertainty.

The Impact of turbulence on the decision process has received

some attention in the literature since Dill's (1958) early paper.

It is now widely accepted that its effect on the behaviour of

organization members is a function of their capacity to cope with

1; 1
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turbulence rather than simply to experience it (Crozier 1964,

Hickson et al 1971). From this it seems to follow that measures

of perceived uncertainty are likely to be more useful predictive

h , indicators than objective assessments of it (Weick 1969, Duncan 1972,

SBeller 1976, Heller and Wilpert in press).

The effect of turbulence on dependent variables like the

Influence-Power-Continuum and skill utilization is not clear. Some

tentative evidence suggests that perceived uncertainty is accompanied

by more participative behaviour (Lawrence and Lorsch 1967, Heller and

Wilpert in press). This relationship is based on the assumption that

the responsible decision maker either lacks necessary information and/or

experience, and consequently seeks help to improve the quality of the

decision. Under such circumstances, skill utilization of the

subordinates would take place. Alternatively, participative -

behaviour under uncertainty and turbulence could be due to wanting

to share risks and responsibility as a way of avoiding personal

failure. However, if neither of these contingencies exist, turbulence

could lead to centralized autocratic behaviour.

Turbulence due to external pressure groups opposing Stansted's

development is probably not seen by BAA as a rational problem capable .-

of a logical solution requiring knowledge and experience. The long

history of opposition to airport and road developments could be perceived

as having predictable structures and arguments or even preconceived

sterotypical inputs. Moreover, the dispute is really between pressure

groups and the Government with BAA occupying an intermediate position.

Under such circumstances, the process of coping with turbulence may

be seen to require centralization of decision making at high levels

rather than influence sharing with subordinate groups.

It is also possible that the relationship between turbulence

and influence sharing is curvilinear. Very low turbulence may not

make it worthwhile to spend much time on participation, while very

high degrees of unpredictability associated with turbulence could be

perceived as requiring rapid decisions and "a firm hand on the tiller".

+ " +--'--.'. - ., '..-. ...- ,,,,,,. , . . . . . . . .. . . . .. , +, " .,","'' ' " '. " * " . "'' . • "" '-. . " * .- . ." , ." "
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This situation would certainly apply to decision making under

conditions of emergency.

The top levels of Airport decision makers also draw attention

to another factor which makes the centralization - decentralization

choice complicated. BAA operates to some extent like the headquarters II
of any large organization (See Appendix 1). It has responsibility

over seven airports: Heathrow, Gatwick, Stansted and four Scottish

sites (Prestwick, Edinburgh, Aberdeen and Glasgow). It is BAA's

policy to decentralize decisions to each airport as far as possible;

the only formal exception is pay and conditions of employment. In

practice, It seems, there are a number of obstacles to the

implementation of the decentralization policy.

Infrastructures

We will use the term organizational infrastructure to "draw

attention to the presence or absence of mechanisms, procedures,

technologies and socio-psychological conditions which facilitate

(or obstruct) the use of existing human skills" (Heller 1976: 705).

The term 'infrastructure' is borrowed from economics where it is

used to describe resources like roads and airports which enable

potential riches like minerals to reach a point where they can be

put to economic use. Organizations require similar mechanisms

and these should become the subject of study. In the present

stage of social science knowledge, it is usually the negative

infrastructures, that is to way obstacles, which are most readily

Identified.

Two simple examples of obstacles to decentralization can be

briefly mentioned. Muddy conditions at Stansted led local

management to agree to the provision of gum boots to the local

labour force. Within days there were demands for the issue of

free gum boots from other airports where the physical conditions

did not require them. Similarly, but more predictably, the local

offer to provide dental services at Stansted led to immediate

~--1
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demands for similar facilities from other airports. The highly

effective informal communication system between airports is an

infrastructure which inhibits autonomous local decision making in

some circumstances.

This example poses two questions. Firstly, are there

countervailing factors or forces that can neutralize the inhibiting

infrastructure? Secondly, which decisions can in fact be decentralized

within the existing framework of conditions? At the moment, examples

of autonomous decision making are shift rotas and recruitment of staff

up to middle management levels. There is a management-union

participation structure at every airport. It is called the Local

Joint Committee and it might be possible to analyse the scope and

limitation of airport decision making if access can be obtained to

these meetings. This will require the agreement of all five unions

as well as management.

A major objective of the present research is to analyse the

function of another infrastructure variously called: concessionaires

or subcontractors. These are semi-autonomous groups within the

overall control of each airport. Their management operates both

inside and outside the airports and is,in theory, able to make Its

own decisions within the contract agreed between themselves and the

airport as approved by BAA. The extensive use of concessionaires and

subcontractors is a very unusual feature in modern organizations and

*has not been studied. It constitutes a form of decentralization as

well as differentiation. As Lawrence and Lorsch (1967) have pointed

out, differentiation has many advantages but requires mechanisms of

integration for effective functioning. These mechanisms will be the

subject of our study. At the moment the following semi-autonomous

units have been identified, but not all operate at every airport:

Baggage Handling Duty Free Facilities
Aircraft Servicing Banks

Passenger Servicing Post Office

Cleaning of Airports Airport Expansion Work
Maintenance of Buildings Civil Aviation Authority Work
Security

- •o °. ". oo • . . o . * . . * . . . , . - , . ' .. . • " . -. , . . . .
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Most current theories and evidence relating to autonomous

work groups (for instance Herbst 1962, Klein 1976, Davies and

Cherns (Eds.) 1975, Vols. 1 and 2) concentrate on shop floor level

organizations. This is where most experience has accumulated

and where research has been carried out. It is proposed to extend

this area of social science work to the study of decision making

between the focal organization (the airport) and major units of

semi-autonomy within it (concessionaires and subcontractors).

The study of the relationship of the focal organization and

major units of semi-autonomy is complicated by at least four

circumstances:

(i) The semi-autonomous units have their own independently

selected and organized management structure, industrial

relations system, work history, technology and tradition of

decision making.

(ii) The semi-autonomous units are sub-units of larger organizations

(called main contractors) which are largely or completely

independent of the focal organization or its parent body

(the BAA).

(iii) The parent body directly as well as through other subsidiary

organizations (the other six airports) has contractual as

well as less formal relationships with the main contractors.

(iv) The semi-autonomous units in one focal organization (Stansted)

may have informal communications or links with sister semi-

autonomous units in other airports.

These relationships are illustrated in Figure 1. Let us

assume that semi-autonomous unit 1 (SAI) is a baggage handler at

Stansted. Its parent body is a private company of baggage handlers

which supplies similar services to a range of other organizations,

including one or more other airports under the BAA. The parent

body of SAl will therefore have some relationships with Stansted,

with the BAA and with its sub-units in other airports.
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It is possible that the baggage handlers at Stansted will have

some informal work relationships with another semi-autonomous unit

within Stansted, for instance Passenger Services. Baggage handlers

at Stansted may also Influence or be Influenced by the baggage handler

unit at Heathrow. These informal relationships are drawn as dotted

lines.

As an illustration of the potential complexity of these

relationships one need only think of the interaction between unionized

personnel in the focal organization and unionized or non-union

personnel in the semi-autonomous units. Even if both groups of

workers belong to unions, they may be in different unions.

The study of decision making within and between these organizations

and sub-organizations will draw on the concept of boundary and boundary

control (see Miller 1959, Katz and Kahn 1966: 80-81, Thompson 1967: 96,

Cummings and Srivasta 1977: 68-9).

~BRITISH AIRPORT AUTHORITY

m ,,,,, (Parent Body)

-IAI
SS~l

FIGURE 1. THE RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN A FOCAL ORGANIZATION, THE BRITISH

AIRPORTS AUTHORITY, A MAIN CONTRACTOR AND ITS SUB-UNITS.

SAl - Seni-autonomous unit of baggage cleaners within Stansted

Airport and other airports.

*A2 - Other seml-autonomous unit, for instance Passenger Servicing.
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THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR STUDYING DECISION PROCESSES OVER TIME

Among the principal objectives of this research is the expectation

that it will help to develop and refine a model of decision making which

has special relevance for the assessment of longitudinal processes under

conditions of uncertainty. From the model we expect to specify

theoretical considerations leading to specific hypotheses which will

be subjected to empirical assessment during stages 2 and 3 of this

project.

Limitations of Classical Theory

Classical decision theory has a number of characteristics which

makes it unsuitable for our objective:

(i) In the first place it tends to assume that decisions are made

by a single person; in organizations this Is rarely the case.

(ii) Secondly, it identifies decision as a point in time and not as

a process over time.

(11) Thirdly, it often postulates a binary choice model taking the

form of a decision tree. But in previous research (Heller 1971)

it was suggested that such a model did not match our findings

and we preferred a flow process model (Heller 1976).

Among the more challenging tasks of developing a longitudinal

theory for the analysis of organizational decision processes IS the

design of a time-space model which has empirically valid measurement

units. From such a model, hypotheses can be put forward which, after

appropriate testing would lead to a theory. We believe that models

as well as theories should be considered as transitional schema rather

than as final structures representing reality. The stress on

transitionality is important; it recognises the inevitability of

imperfection and the need for evolution and adaptation to complex

realities. It avoids long heated (and in the end arrid) controversy

as in the case of Fiedler's fixed eight cube structure based on three

I .
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dimensions (Fiedler 1967: 33). Fiedler's contingency theory was an

important breakthrough in leadership thinking (Fiedler 1965). However,

although some of its original variables have been re-named, (Miner 1980: 297),

its assumption that there are only three contingencies or moderators

and only one measure of leader-member relationships, has prevented its

steady evolution towards the more empirically valid position of other

investigators, especially Vroom and Yetton (1972).

* Another difficulty with most scientific approaches to decision making

analysis is the tendency to develop them on discrete levels: at the

molecular level of the individual (Broadbent 1971, MacCrimon and Taylor

1976, Hogarth 1980); sometimes also the group, (for instance, Wallach

et al 1962); or at the molar level of economic-political processes

(Allison 19F#, Braybrooke 1974, Friend and Jessop 1969). In between

these two extremes lies the work of organizational sociology, with its

emphasis on the firm as the unit of analysis (Thompson 1967, Woodward 1965,

Crozier 1964).

A few successful attempts of linking individual with organizational

level of analysis are available mainly from the Carnegie-Mellon school

(Cyert, Simon and Trow 1956, March and Simon 1958, Cyert and March 1963).

Their work, as well as that of some more recent scholars, bridging these I.

two levels (i.e. Pettigrew 1973) has been through a combination of

theoretical statements supported by case study descriptions. The

measurement of variables, spanning different levels of analysis, has

rarely been attempted (Feldman & Ranter 1965, MacCrimmon and Taylor 1976,

Carter 1971).

Within a limited range of variables, Roller (1971) suggested a

multilevel model to look at intra-organizational and intra-departmental

decision processes at two senior strata of management. Measurements

were taken at three levels: the micro level of the person system, the

level of Job environmental conditions and at the organization structure

level (Heller 1971: 7). An extended version of this model (Heller 1976:

700, 710) was adapted for an eight country comparative study, the results ".

of which have recently been reported (Holler and Wilpert 1981). Up to

d~......... ,* *. *. * *. *.* *.* . . . . - .
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this point operationalization of the model has made the usual assumption

that decisions are made instantaneously or at least that any variations

over time can be satisfactorily collapsed into some measure of central

tendency which remains valid over the whole 
process. We have already

said that such an assumption, though covenient, i probably unrealistic.

Space in Organization Research

Galbraith's description of decision making in large modern

corporations using complex technology requires a consideration of space.

He argues that embedded in the bowels of these organizations there is

a technostructure which absorbs problems, converts them into solutions

and then sends them up the hierarchy for scrutiny, costing and seals of

approval (Galbraith 1967: 65-70). This is a fairly rational approach,

but similar space considerations apply to models that stress the

haphazardness of decision making or the art of muddling through (Lindblom 1959).

Here the emphasis is on tracing the tentative or disjointed steps which

move problems from one position to another, up or down or sideways in search

for some reasonably acceptable solution. Disjointed incrementalism Is

characterized by a search process with inadequately formulated values,

strained cognitive abilities, disorganized information and difficult cost

analyses (Braybrooke and Lindblom 1963). This unflattering description

of organizational meandering has attracted much attention in recent years.

Researchers have caricatured the older, more static models of rational

behaviour by descriptions of cases which resemble "organized anarchy".

Decision makers move about like animals in a maze, using trial and error

procedures, learning through accidents, imitation and invention resulting

from crises (Cohen and March 1974). A garbage can model has been used

to describe decisions by oversight or by running away from the problem

(Cohen et al 1972).

The space dimension seems to be particularly necessary for an

understanding of so-called political processes which can be pictured as

inputs and outputs to a machine or a series of machines (Braybrooke 1974).

The machine ingests issues or problems and applies various test questions

consisting of alternative policy options, for instance to the problem of

traffic congestion. The outcome can be rational or irrational, depending

* . °.
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on the mechanisms used by the machine. "Loose coupling" is a term

used by organizational analysts to describe mechanisms with

components that are imperfectly connected to each other. For Instance,

technologies nay be loosely fitted to social structures or departments

may try to operate in Isolation from each other, etc. (Benson 1979,

Aldrich 1977).

While organizations have always existed in an environment,

theorists have made use of this aspect of organizational space only

recently (Thompson 1967, Burns and Stalker 1961, Emery and Trist 1965,

Lawrence and Lorsch 1967). As so often happens, the pendulum has

swung from having largely ignored the external dimension, to recent

attempts to give it primacy over most others. (Leavitt et al 1974,

Starbuck 1976, Miles et al 1974, Pfeffer and Salancik 1978, Aldrich 1979,

Crozier and Thoenig 1976).

A special aspect of environmental space is the recent recognition

that strategic decision making takes place between as well as within

organizations. Friend et al, looking at the local government planning

process, developed a theory of strategic choice which related different

organizations to each other (Friend et al 1969). This was later

expanded into what is now a new field of analysis called lnter-organizatlonal

decision making. The authors argued that "7he more comprehensively .

organizations seek to plan, the more they find themselves dependent on

the outcomes of other agencies, both public and private" (Friend et al

1974: zxii). Such inter-organizational perspectives have been used

for the analysis of power (Hickson et al 1971, Hlings et al 1974) and

in the broader area of industrial relations (Derry et al 1974, Metcalf 1976).

It is an expanding field for research which could be applied to relatively

new areas of analysis (Van de Ven et al 1974) as well as to old

problems (Lammers 1980).

The organizational system of stansted Airport as described In

Figure I above (page 11) lends itself to analysis with a space dimension.

In addition, we will have to consider how to extend the analysis to

take account of time.

F, %
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Time a critical factor in decision making

The patent obviousness of "time" as a factor in decision making

has not prevented It from being ignored in the majority of research

projects. Herbert Simon, more than any other academic, has re-conceptualized

decision making, rendering it increasingly difficult to continue with

static analyses; but it has taken a long time (Simon 1945, 1957, 1959).

Most longitudinal research has gone no further than case study

descriptions of events and even there, little explicit use is sometimes

made of time as an explanatory factor (for instance, Crozier 1964).

The critical nature of time sequences has been brought out in a number

of recent studies, particularly those that have stressed the political

implications of the process (Pettigrew 1973). However, until Mintzberg's

(1976) important contribution, almost no consideration was given to the

nature and importance of specific phases in the decision cycle.

Mintzberg's study was confined to a small sample of a particular type

of decision, namely those concerned with strategic issues and the material

was collected by a substantial number of students working in small teams

on their Masters' dissertation. It seems likely that variations in

quality and emphasis would have been difficult to avoid under these

conditions. .-4

A small team of social scientists from three countries was working

on the analysis of four specific phases of the decision cycle at about

the same time as Mintzberg (Heller, Drenth, Koopman and Rus 1977). Three

of their four phases are similar to his, the fourth is called

"implementation" and continues the analysis of events after "finalization"

to the point where the decision Is implemented (for instance, where a

machine is installed and starts working). One of the main objectives

of the three country study was to devise measurements of the space-time

dimension and relate specific decision behaviour, like leadership style,

to It. The research took five years and collected data in seven

organizations on three different decision sets: (i) short term issues

closely connected with the shop floor, (1i) medium term issues like

budget forecasting to which middle as well as senior organization levels

contribute, and (11) long term strategic decisions which appear to be

of greatest concern to higher levels of the organization. Significant '.

%.__7
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differences in support of the space-time model were discovered

(Drenth et al 1979). The emphasis of the three country research

was on the analytic, that is to say, the relational and quantitative O-%

aspects of the longitudinal process. The objective was to challenge the

implicit assumption of case studies that measures of co-relation between

variables is impossible or unnecessary. This objective, as well as-

the aim to discover variations over time, were achieved. (Run, 1980)

A number of important problems remained unresolved. Some N.

critical variables had been omitted and the methodfl nvestigation was very

costly in scientific manpower and in the demands made on the host

organizations. Moreover, the emphasis on objective measurement and

nomothetic procedures had left inadequate resources for the collection

of Idiographic and phenotypical data to supplement the quantitative

material. The pendulum had swung far and led to a loss of understanding

of causal dynamics and consequently reduced predictability. The

airport research is designed to overcome most of these problems.

Variations in longitudinality

There are different forms of longitudinality. The most widely

used method is to obtain cross sectional data at different points of

time. In laboratory research, the "before" and "after" method is well

established. There are historic analyses which trace changes of data

as in economic time series and there is research which re-visits old

sites after a few years to see whether changes have become established.

All these links between cross sectional data can be called linked

synchronic research.

We will use the term processual for research which stays with

the process of events continuously or almost continuously through field

contacts. Finally, the term diachronic (derived from the French

linguistic philosopher do Saussure) will apply to studies that are

les continuous and person centred than processual methods, but study

the development or change of events over time through regular planned

field work. Diachronic research seeks to establish a close contact

with the total process by various means of interrupted but closely

interrelated data gathering. The airport research is largely

diachronic.
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To achieve economy we concentrate much attention on going
backward over events that occurred before the research started

(retrospective tracing) and validating this kind of data through
9,-

follow-up interviews and Group Feed-back Analysis (Brown and Heller

1981). In addition, regular site visits, interviews with personnel

at all levels and attendance of four different decision making

committees (process analysis), traces events step by step over the

time of the research.

OPERATIONALIZING THE DIACHRONIC MODEL

We are now working with a process model which has two stages

and two phases. The cycle starts with the INITIATION of an issue

(Stage A), it goes on to the DEVELOPMENT of the issue (Phase B) and

then to its FINALIZATION (Stage C). This is followed by IMPLEMENTATION

(Phase D).

Initiation and Finalization are treated as short cycle events,

hence the term "stage". They can be traced to activities which usually

last hours rather than days. Development and Implementation, however,

are "phases" which may last weeks, months or years. The cycle is

illustrated in Figure 2. Previous experience suggests that A and C

Figure 2.

THE DECISION CYCLE

0 Phase B Phase D

DEVELOPMENT IMPLEMENTATION

N
14

can be treated as synchronous events, while 3 and D are diachronic.

Together they constitute the cycle and usually occur In the order

.. . .... a "
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A - B - C - D. While Mintzberg et al report very frequent

departures from their three phase sequence, the three country study

reported relatively few. However, feed-back cycles exist and the model

must allow for an analysis of such events. We hypothesize that the

most frequent variations to the full cycle are likely to be as follows:

(i) A -*B (no finalization. The decision is not made)

(ii) A - B (the development phase is unsuccessful and a fresh start

has to be made)

(iii) A --4B -)C (no implementation)

(iv) A -,B )C 0 (the implementation encounters difficulties and

further work has to be done on developing the issue)

We expect that the advantage of the two stage, two phase model

over the previous one is in achieving greater accuracy of data collection.

It had proved difficult to agree on the most appropriate cut-off point

between "initiation" and "development". Similar boundary problems had

occurred in relation to "finalization". The development phase will now

include the whole time span from the beginning of an issue, its

expectation, the investigation of choices and so on, until a formal

decision is made by a person or group. Implementation starts immediately

after the decision is formally taken. In some cases it will have to be

recognised that there are two divisions within this phase (Phase D).

Usually, the end of the implementation stage is fairly clear: a product

is launched, a machine begins to operate, a new work schedule starts,

etc. Occasionally, problems arise after the first phase of implementation.

A product launch may fall, a machine may turn out to incur much heavier

than anticipated production costs or people first accept but then reject

a new work schedule. Under these circumstances the decision processes

have to loop back to an earlier stage as in (iv) above.

Although we now operate with two synchronar stages (A and C) and

two diachronic phases (B and D), measurements of most variables in our

model will be taken at points A, B, C and D. The main difference between

the assessment of stages and phases is in the kind of descriptive detail

and in the assessment of time and delays for the diachronic phases.
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Space aspects of the model

We are concerned with two internal and three external dimensions

of organizational space. The internal dimensions are illustrated in

Figure 3. As in Figure 1, on page 11, the rectangle describes theLII
Figure 3

THE INTERNAL SPACE DIMENSIONS:

(i) Hierarchy (ii) Semi-autonomy.

T13

SA3 The SA4
hierarchy

of authority

THE FOCAL ORGANIZATION:

St ansted

Airport and the small circles SAl etc. are the various semi-autonomous

units working within the airport. The triangle describes the power

structure of the organizational hierarchy.

The external apace dimensions are illustrated in Figure 4 below.

The space dimensions are not unique to Airport management although .'.

they are more pronounced there than is usual elsewhere. In manufacturing

and service industries, there has

in recent year. been a tendency to explore various decentralization

• " . . ,I. .• " -• -. ."
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Figure 4.

THE EXTERNAL SPACE DIMENSIONS

(i) Head Office (the British Airport Authority: BAA)

(it) Gatwick Airport (seat of the Director with special
responsibility for Stansted

(iii) The main contractors whose units operate inside
Stansted

HEAD OFFICE:

BAA

Main DIRECTOR Main

Contractors Gatwick. Contractors

FOCAL ORGANIZATION
Stansted

structures, leasing of equipment and services, and sub-contracting. It is

often claimed that such arrangements: (1) increase organizational flexibility,

(it) reduce overhead costs, (iiI) spread risks, (iv) contain industrial

relations problems, and (v) harness motivational energy based on the

assumption that "small is beautiful". It is also thought that (vi) these

structures have advantages under conditions of uncertainty.

Since airports have developed these space dimensions over a long

period of time, the design of our analysis is intended to test a number of

hypotheses which should throw some light on the validity of the claims made.

Integrating the space-time dimensions

Modern organizations are complex entities. While research must

concentrate on essentials, excessive simplification is counterproductive.

We are able to cope with a reasonably complex model because: (i) some

aspects of it have been operationalized in preceding research, (ii) some

variables relating to the model have boon validated, (iii) changes have

* ., ,.. - -.*, . . ,. . . -. .* . .... ?--"
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been introduced to overcome problems previously encountered and

%finally, (iv) exceptionally favourable cooperative relationships

have been established between the research team and the client system.
N|

The core components of the model are illustrated in Figure 5.

They should be seen in relation to the more detailed specification

of the internal (Figure 3) and external space dimensions (Figure 4).

Figure 5.

THE CORE ELEMENTS OF THE MODEL

ENVIRONMENT HEAD
FACTORS OFFICE ,.

CONTINQXNCIES

r.

These core elements are being analysed longitudinally in the two

stage, two phase diachronic decision cycle illustrated in Figure 2

(page 18 above). The sequence is shown in Figure 6.

THE DATA BASE

A substantial data base has been established during the first

year. It is based on two elements: retrospective tracing and

process analysis.

We started with process analysis of current ongoing events by

means of interviews, group discussions and attendance of internal

decision making committees. Later we were given access to two

external committees. As confidence built up we were able to ask for
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back minutes of the various committees. We are attending each

of the following committees:

(i) Local Joint Consultative Committee

(ii) Safety Committee

(iii) Passenger Services Group (external)

(iv) Stansted Airport Committee (external)

The interviews and group discussions were concerned with the

internal managerial decision process. We have access to all

managerial staff and have held regular interviewed meetings with

the representatives of all trade unions.

We have now obtained the back minutes of committees (i) and

(ii) above. We have not yet asked for the back minutes of (iii)

and (iv).

The Interview Schedule illustrated in Figure 7 has been devised

and field tested. It is the principal element in structuring our

data in relation to the decision process shown in Figure 6 above.

The Schedule will be used for retrospective tracing as well as

process analysis. Retrospective tracing starts with a detailed

content analysis of (a) minutes of a committee, followed up by

(b) interviewing "key informants" to fill in the missing details.

Finally, the results will be extended, checked through (c) Group

Feed-back Analysis (Heller 1969, Brown and Heller 1981).

Process analysis starts with tape recorded interview and group

discussion data (for a sample see Appendix 2). This is content

analysed and later extended and checked through GFA.

Since the whole research design is based on the longitudinal '

model (Figure 6) the data is being coded and stored for analysis at

the end of a cycle.

-I.
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ANALYSING THE DECISION PROCESS OF THE AIRPORT LOCAL JOINT CONSULTATIVE

COMMITTEE

The Method 3

We have attended these committee meetings since the project started

in April 1980. In addition we have obtained minutes of the last three

years and have analysed their content and dynamic, using the Decision

Coding Sheet (Figure 7, page 25).

The meaning of the categories used and the scoring range are

described in Figure 8. We use the Decision Coding Sheet for retrospective

as well as process analysis. Retrospective analysis begins at the point

when the research starts and traces events backward over time. In our

case we expect to analyse events going back to 1978. For this purpose

we begin with the available committee minutes and follow this up with

individual and group interviews to fill in the many missing details. We .

base our scoring on a combination of minute analysis and interviewing.

Process analysis begins at the same time but traces events forward

by attending all meetings of the committee and, where necessary, interviewing

participants between meetings. These two complementary methods are

described in Figure 9.

FIGURE 9

RETROSPECTIVE TRACING AND PROCESS ANALYSIS
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FIGURE 8.

STANSTED INTERVIEW SCHEDULE

SCORING DEFINITIONS

Turbulence - Uncertainty

1 none
2 = little
3 = high
4 = very high

Outcomes W

EFFECTIVENESS

I = Very poor use of time, money, etc.
2 = Reasonable use of time, money, etc.
3 = Very good use of time, money, etc.

ACHIEVEMENT

I = Very poor results in terms of Implementation
2 = Reasonable results in terus of Implementation
3 = Very good results in terms of implementation

TIME AND STAGES CATEGORIES

Delay (Is over and above what the decision process appears to require)

1 = No delay
2 = Moderate delay
3 = Extensive delay

Meta Power (External influence. External is from outside Stansted, i.e.
BAA or other source. In comments column state which source)

I = None
2 = Some
3 - Extensive

Conflict

INTENSITY I = Agreement; 2 = Agreement after difference (consensus)
3 = Mild disagreement; 4 Conflict; 5 = Irreconcilable difference.

Resolution of Conflict

I - Forcing (one party unilaterally overrides objections) -'

2 a Smoothing (finding a cosmetic or temporary solution)copoie
3 - Open Facing (realistic tackling of the problem. Can include compromise)

-4

0-
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FIGURE 8. continued

Skill

Requirement (How much experience and skill does the work on this
decision require from the participants)

I = None or very little
2 = Fair amount
3 = High amount

Use (How much skill and experience is actually used by the
decision makers? Separate management = M and workers = W.)

1 = No use or almost no use is made of available experience and skill
2 - Some use is made
3 = Extensive use is made

INFLUENCE-POWER-CONTINUUM

I= No or minimal influence
2 = Information only
3 = Opportunity to give advice
4 = Advice taken into consideration
5 = Joint decision Making
6 - Complete control

Status Power

As in the case of the IPC, it is a range of INFLUENCE- POWER.

It is a measure of the FORMAL influence each group (or committee)
has with regard to each decision. Formal influence can be due to a legal
backing or to a company's accepted policy, or to the written rules governing

the procedure of a committee. The word "formal" does not, however, require
written documentation in all cases. Long established and accepted custom

is sufficient.

The scale is as follows:-

1 = None
2 = Unspecified information must be given

3 - Specified information must be given
4 - Consultation is obligatory (or invariably given)
5 - Joint decision making (with the objective of consensus)
6 = One party or group has complete control (veto power is the

negative aspect of this)

IPC STATUS POWER

1 - No or minimum influence None"
Unspecified In formaation .'

2 - Information only must be infomtomsbegiven

3 Opportunity to give advice Specified Information
must be given

4 - Advice taken Into consideration Consultation obligatory

S a Joint decision making Joint decision asking
(group has veto power)
Decision is result of
bargaining

6 = Complete control Complete control

• . . , . O O ._____ . , . . . , . . . . . . . . . i .. . .-" ""*"" "-" - -- * --' -:-. _ ,. " " '.-.-.... .""-"- , .". - -. " . . ."
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Retrospective tracing is much more economical but it is more

difficult to identify the variables in our model. Memories fade, the

written minutes omit much that goes on and they often introduce bias.

By interviewing both management and employees in relation to each decision

and complementing individual interviews with small groups, we got over

some of these difficulties. Small groups of three or four people remind

each other of events. One person's recollection triggers off another's

memory. Often they disagree with each other but sometimes they do not ,

and this leaves gaps in the record. Certain disagreements are in

themselves revealing.

Process analysis gives a richer and more accurate picture. Some

decisions begin before the researcher arrives on the scene but continue

for some time afterwards. This is a good combination; memories are

still fresh and dynamic events like conflicts tend to linger and can be

picked up fairly easily.

Retrospective Analysis of Minutes

Sixteen clearly identifiable major decision issues occurred in the

Local Joint Consultative Committee in the three years 1978-1980. The .1

frequency with which these items came up on the Agenda is shown in Table 1.

In addition, many issues came to the surface under "Matters Arising" and

this often provides substantial further material (see Table 2). Another

category of decision is often brought up at the end of meetings under

"Any Other Business" (see Table 3).

Each of the major decisions is written up as a short case study.

This material Is based on the tape recorded interviews (for an example,

see Appendix 2).

We start our decision analysis by seeing how management and trade

union representatives interact. How often do management and unions bring

up issues for discussion and resolution? Do they collaborate in bringing

up a topic so that the problem is not seen to "belong" to one side rather 1%

than the other. The first tabulation is produced in Table 4. During

the three years 1977-1980, the largest number of major topics was put

forward by the unions.

- o.'0
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TABLE 1.

CONTENT CATEGORIES ',

Local Joint Consultative Committee 1977-1980

(Numbers for each column indicate how often a given item came up during F
committee meetings in a given year.) r

gory Content Categories 1977-78 1978-79 1979-80* 1977-80 t-

Totals

Health and Safety 4 8 0 12

- Staffing 3 1 4
9 10 28 -

. fBenefits 9 10 92

Canteen Services 1 2 1 4

* Suggestion Scheme 0 1 1 2

Training 0 1 0 1

New Equipment 1 4 0 5

• Property Repairs and Improvements 0 7 7 14

Expansion of Airport 2 1 0 3

Parking and Auto Damages 1 2 0 3

• Policies and Planning 0 1 1 2

* Financial Management 4 3 3 10 "i1

Financial Reports 5 1 6 12

Miscellaneous 6 5 0 11

Interactions with BAA Head Office 0 2 0 2

Interactions with sub contractors 0 0 0 0

* has 13 months

9 4 * * - *. .. * .. .*.o
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TABLE 4.

THE DIRECTION OF DECISION INITIATION

Local Joint Consultative Committee 1977-1980

Direction of Input 1977-78 1978-79 1979-80 Totals
as %

Management - TU (Employees) 6 0 3 24

STU-+ Management 4 6 4 37

management + TU (Sub committee) 0 2 5 18 .'v-"

Management + TU (Discussion) 1 2 5 21

Totals (38) 11 10 17 100

TABLE 5.

OUTPUT OF THE COMMITTEE DECISION PROCESS

Local Joint Consultative Committee 1977-1980
.--

Type of Resolutions 1977-78 1978-79 1979-80 Totals

as%

Agree - Endorse 2 2 0 5

Record Information 19 16 0 48

Separate Management - TU Statement 4 4 16 33

Oppose, Further Study 4 3 3 14

Totals (73) 29 25 19 100
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We also take a first look at the manner of resolution of issues

(see Table 5). An interesting change can be observed for the year 1979-80.

While in the two previous years the great majority of items came up and

remained for record and information purposes only, in 1979-80 there were no

such items. In that year 16 out of 19 issues ended as separate management-union

statements and none of the issues led to consensus agreement. The reasons

for this abrupt change in style is the subject of analysis through Group

Feed-Back methods (and will be reported later).

The third stage of retrospective minute analysis is based on the variables

described in Figure 8 and the Decision Coding Sheet (Figure 7, page 25).

In preparation for quantification and statistical analysis, the scores can

be tabulated, decision by decision, stage by stage. A summary of the raw

data relating to seven decisions from retrospective analysis is presented ,

in Table 6. This data is being refined and checked through feed-back A

meetings as described earlier.

It can be seen that the seven decisions present a very noticably

different profile on our variables.

Decisions A and D, for instance, are high on internal as well as
external turbulence, while B, C, E and F are very low on both. Status

power is significantly differently distributed, so is conflict intensity,

and the Influence-Power-Continuum Achievement and Effectiveness are low on

only two out of this small and unrepresentative sample.

A simple measure of the distribution of influence between management

and employees has been devised called PE (power equalisation). It takes

the difference between the IPC score for the lowest and the highest level

(level A and level D). Its scoring is illustrated in the last row of

Table 6. By simply reading it across horizontally for the four phases of

each decision cycle, the differences between phases stands out clearly.

This is a demonstration of the validity of our diachronic model and

longitudinal methodology.

'.°
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Validation of Retrospective Tracing through Feed-back Methods

The accuracy of behaviour analysis from Retrospective Tracing of

documented information varies (see Figure 9, page 26). We take steps

to improve the accuracy of our information by interviews with key informants :.

to whom we give access to the information we have collected. There are

two stages and two objectives. We start the feed-back with the neutral

question: "Here is the information, what do you make of it?" The discussion

is tape recorded. At this point subjects often help to check or amend our

data. Errors are often trivial but occasionally important (see Brown and

Heller 1981).

The feedback information takes the form shown on Table 6 (page 36)

but is presented in broken down and more manageable format.

The second objective is in the use of the feed-back session to

enrich our qualitative understanding of the decision process. We find

that subjects frequently use these sessions(under suitable probing) to tell

us about what happened "below the surface". They begin to enlarge on

background, causes and outcomes. When the feed-back session is in small

groups from the same organization, these comments are unlikely to be

incorrect. Furthermore they often spark off further comments on the decision

process from other members of the group. We find these sessions very valuable

They enable us to combine nomothetic and idiographic data triangulated

towards the same behaviour description. Both sources of data are enriched.

The method has been refined over the years but was first used on leadership

description research in the mid 1960s (Heller 1969, Heller and Yukl 1969).

In Figure 9 we give the framework for a feed-back meeting typical of this e

method. It was held on June 23, 1981 and should be read in conjunction

with data similar to that presented in Tables 1-6, pages 30-36.

FIGURE 9.

OUTLINE OF STANSTED FEED-BACK MEETING June 23, 1981

(To be read in conjunction with Tables 1-6)

Objectives of the Research

1. To learn about Decision Making

2. To learn to adjust
7";.
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Stages

1. Data gathering

2. Checking quality

3. Getting airport personnel (management and unions) help in

interpreting our data

4. Feed-back our learning and encourage utilisation (self-criticism,

self-congratulation, etc.)

What We Have Learned about LJCC in General

Comments and Explanations

(A) A well functioning committee
low profile, low conflict.

(B) SUBJECTS HANDLED 1977-80
TABLE 1.

(i) Few Interactions with
Headquarters

(ii) Few topics related to

sub-contractors

(ii) Health and Safety

suddenly peters out

(iv) Main regular topics

Benefits
Finance
Property Repairs

(C) ISSUES UNIER "Matters Arising"

(1) Regular items

New uniforms

Safety shoes

(D) ISSUES UNDER "Any Other Business"

(i) No regular item

(ii) No item at all 1979-80

(E) WHO DOES WHAT? WHO INITIATES?
TABLE 4.

1i) T.U. initiates more items.
Why?

(ii) Growing tendency to delegate

some items to a sub-committee

(iii) Growing tendency to use

management plus trade union
discussion

(F) IESULTS-OUTCOMES of COMITTEE D.M.
TABUI 5.

(1) Sharp change in pattern from

1977-8-9 to 1979-80.
I ill l l l l l.. 

. .. . . . . . ". - -
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Ilk

(a) Info Recording
outcomes

(b) Substantial Increase
in separate Management-
Trade Union Statements

(G) SOME SPECIFIC DECISIONS U
Effectiveness (use of resources)

Achievement (implementation)
Conflict intensity
Skill requirement

In general is disagreement in LJCC
something to be avoided?

How much skill is necessary for
LJCC work?

For management?

For workers?

Could LJCC be doing other Jobs?

FINAL STAGES

The project was designed to trace and assess both quantitatively

and qualitatively the four phase decision process of a reasonable sample

of issues over three years.

These objectives were described above (see pp. 12-18) and require

a painstaking process of data collection over the total time span before

data analysis can take place.

We have now got detailed documentation from six committees and a

large number of interviews covering the total management team at Stansted,

all personnel in the semi-autonomous units, in unions and in the head

offices of the semi-autonomous teams. Similar data and documentation

is being accumulated for the remaining time phases of the decision cycle.

Our data bank will eventually consist of three components:

(a) Scores on the Interview Schedule validated through feed-back

(b) Content analysis of minutes of as many committees as we can

cover with the available resources

(c) Content analysis of the tape recorded interviews from typed
transcripts.

The analysis will proceed on the basis of the four phase division of

the cycle as described on pp. 22-35 and Illustrated in Figure 6, page 23.
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ANALYSIS OF THE DIACHRONIC RESULTS

Introduction

Previous sections (see pp 12-20) produced various theoretical

considerations in favour of a longitudinal-diachronic research method

(see also Heller, 1984). We also described how the data was collected

by a variety of methods, including attending committee meetings, and

tape recorded interviews using retrospective tracing and process analysis

(p 26 above).

Most of the evidence was coded from the interview schedule (Figure 8, p 27)

and took the form shown in Table 6 (p 36). This was the raw data which

served as the basis for a variety of statistical analyses, which will be

described in this section. The sample consists of 108 decisions.

Hypotheses

The first longitudinal-diachronic research using variables similar to

those in the present study was the three-country Decisions in Organization

project (see Heller et al, 1977; DIO, 1979; DIO, 1983; Drenth and

Koopman, 1984).

From the experience gained in that project, the present design was

evolved. In the DIO research it had not been possible to measure all

relevant variables in each of the four phases of the decision cycle and

this made it less easy to derive firm causal conclusions. Nevertheless,

the results from that study helped in the formulation of the five hypotheses

which form the basis of our Airport data avltysis.

For a definition of variables see pp 27-28.

Hypothesis 1

A Joint Consultative Committee which enjoys high status power (SP) and a

high degree of influence and power sharing (IPC) at the lowest level of the

organization (Levels A and B) In Phases 1 and 3 of the decision cycle

and low Power Distance (PD) in those Phases, will

1. Operate in a semi-autonomous group system;

2. Enable workers (Level A) to use their skills - particularly

in Phases 2 and 4 of the decision cycle; and

3. Show high Achievement. .".
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We abbreviate this formulation as follows SL

+ SP/E + IPC/F

+ IPC/A & B (Ph 1 & 3) + SU/A (Ph 2 & 4)

-PD (Ph 1 & 3) + Ach

Hypothesis 2

In situations where lower levels of the organization (Levels A and B)

have little influence and power in Phases 1 and 3 of the decision cycle

and where the power distance (PD) in these Phases is high, the following

conditions will appear

1. The organization or unit will have low Achievement (Ach);

2. There will be low skill utilization of lower level employees

(Levels A and B) in decision Phases 3 and 4; and

3. There will be high conflict intensity in Phase 4.

We abbreviate this formulation as follows

IPC/A & B (Ph 1 & 3) - Ach

+ PD (Ph 1 & 3) - SU/A & B (Ph 3 &4)

+ C.l. (Ph 4)

Hypothesis 3

Where an organization is exposed to considerable negative Meta Power (MP),

that is to may interference from outside the organization, and when senior .

management's Status Power (SP) is low, the organization will be relatively

ineffective and delays in the decision process will occur in the final

phase of the decision cycle (Phase 4). High internal turbulence will act

as a contingency, that is to say increase the strength of the postulated

causal relationship.

We abbreviate the formulation as follows

neg NP (Phi & 3) Low E

- SP/D t + Delay (Ph 4)

II + Intern. T .9":.

-7-'
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Hypotheses 4

Where the intervention from outside an organization (UP) is seen to be

positive, particularly in Phases 1 and 3 and the Status Power of senior

management (Level D) is high and their influence (IPC) is also high (in

all Phases), then senior management's skill utilization will be high,

particularly in the finalization phase (Phase 3), but conflict in the

implementation phase (Phase 4) will also be high. High external

turbulence will increase the strength of this postulated causal interaction

(e.g. act as a contingency).

We abbreviate the formulation as follows: W

+ positive UP (Ph 1 & 3) + SU/D (Ph 3)

+ SP/D

+ IPC/D (Ph 1, 2, 3, 4) T + CI (Ph 4)

Extern. T

Hypothesis 5

Where lower levels of an organization as well as the Joint Consultative ""1

Committee have substantial influence in the decision making process in

the Development and Finalization phase of decision making (IPC/AB (Ph 2, 3)

and IPC/E), the result will be quick implementation (low Delay (Ph 4)),

high Effectiveness (Eff) and high Skill Utilization of workers in phases

2 and 3 (SU/A (Ph 2, 3)).

We abbreviate this formulation as follows

+ IPC/A, B (Ph 2 & 3) - Delay (Ph 4)

~+ EFF

" IPC/B (Ph 2 & 3) + SU/A (Ph 2 & 3)

. . . . . .. ..... ~.,.. . . . . .
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STATISTICAL METHOD
1

the
We have chosen / method of Log linear and Logic analysis

which has a number of features specially appropriate to our

need for causal analysis of longitudinal data and the nominal and

ordinal measurements we use (Goodman, 1973a; 1973b). The method sets

out to achieve an analytical framework for qualitative variables, bg they

dichotomous or multilevel and It goes well beyond the traditional

significance testing of association between variables as in the chi square

test.
Log linear methodology

Goodman's /. uses the analogy of regression techniques and analysis
of variance to develop statistical measures of a variety of effects In

a complex contingency table. For such tables one can derive estimates

of first order as well as higher order interactions of the specified

variables. These computed estimates are known as Goodman's lamdas (e)

if they derive from the additive loglinear model. From the corresponding

multiplicative model, the estimates are called betas(# ) and in this

case it is necessary to specify independent and dependent variables, thus
2

leading to the possibility of reaching causal conclusions.

linear
Log/ analysis leads to saturated or unsaturated models. The former

allows for all possible interaction effects (let, 2nd, 3rd order etc.)

while an unsaturated model is useful when existing hypotheses clearly x
specify that certain interaction effects are not important and can therefore

be set to zero (in an additive model or one (in a multiplicative model).

The following analyses are based on unsaturated models using the

hypotheses given in the previous section. One is entitled to accept

the results of the analysis of the degree of fit measured by chi square

is associated with a probability greater than .5. To err on the

conservative side, we will accept the validity of our model only if the

obtained chi square probability is greater than .10.

1 The statistical analysis and design was devised by Dr Wilfried de Corte

of the Psychological Laboratory of the University of Ghent in Belgium.

Some of the more technical aspects of these analyses and underlying
theory will be published separately In a ca-authored paper.

2 In the tables that follow, landas are given as "standardized" lamdas.

If a "standardized lands is more than 2 or less than -2, it is significant.

Doubling the value of lands gives tau.

7::
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RESULTS

To test the causally formulated hypotheses we use a two-step

procedure, using log-linear analysis. In the first step we look at the

interrelationships between the set of independent variables only. The

second step analysis examines the contingency table made up of both

independent and dependent variables. This second step uses the log-linear

model in a specific way to perform logit analysis which obtains parameter

estimates reflecting the interdependencies between independent and

dependent variables. The sample consists of 108 decisions.

In relation to each hypothesis we will present the results of both

steps. The results of Hypothesis 1 Step 1 are shown in Table 7.

TABLE 7

Analysis of Hypothesis 1 Step 1

Row EFFECT Landa Standardized Multiplicative

Landa log linear (B)

2 3 4

1 SP/E
IPC/A,B(1,3) .805 3.054 2.236

2 SP/E
-1.216 - 4.633 0.296PD (1,3)

2
= 0.41 df 2 p 0.8138

We conclude that hypothesis 1 (as described by Step 1 of our analysis)

is supported with a chi square in excess of the stipulated minimum (.10).

The standardized lumda for the interaction SP/K - PD (1.3) is - .4633

and is therefore greater than the standardized lamda of 3.054 associated

with the interaction SP/E - IPC/AB (1.3). This implies that the effect
certain

of interaction in Row 2 Is more i., than in Row 1. The magnitude of the

lands, also indicates that it has the strongest interaction.
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The results of the table can be interpreted as follows ,

A Joint Consultative Committee (Level E) which has high Status Power (SP)

also gives the lower levels of organization (Levels A and B) a considerable

measure of influence (IPC) in Phases 1 and 3 of the decision cycle. More

specifically, the table shows that the probability of Levels A and B

having a high degree of influence In Phases 1 and 3 is greater when the

Status Power of the Consultative Committee is high.

Furthermore, the results also show that Status Power of the

Consultative Committee (SP/E) is significantly and negatively related to

Power Distance (PD) in Phases 1 and 3 of the decision cycle.

These results show concurrency between sets of variables but do not

lead to any causal implications.

In Stage 2 of the contingency table analysis (see Table 8) we explicitly

assume that variables IPC/F; SU/A (2, 4) and Ach are dependent on, that "'

is to say influenced by, the three variables analyzed in Table 7. For

Table 8 the log-linear program Is used to perform logit analysis.

TABLE 8

Analysis of Hypothesis 1 Step 2

Row EFFECT Lamda Standard multiplicative Logit
Landa log linear Parameter

1 2 3 4 5

1 Ach; SP/ .621 6.019 1.861 1.242

2 SP/E;

su/A (Ph 2,4) .681 5.993 1.975 1.362

3 PD 1.433 3.756 1.542 0.866I PC/I"..

1 2 50.27 df 50 p =.4625

Note The value of in column 5 is always twice the value of
Lamda in column 2.

. . . . . . . . . - ..
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Looking at the standardized Lamdas in Column 3 we can see that II
there is a clear difference in the order of importance of the interaction

between the variables in Row 1, 2 and 3. The most significant relationship

is in Row 1 (the highest standardized Lamda). It can be interpreted as

follows

Status Power of Consultative Committees (SP/E) has a

positive influence on Achievement (Ach).

The results in Row 2 are interpreted as

Status Power of Consultative Committees (SP/E) exercises

a positive influence on the Skill Utilization of workers

(SU/A) in Phases 2 and 4 of the decision cycle.

The results of Row 3 show

If the difference in power between lower and higher levels

€ /of the organization in Phases 1 and 3 (PD Ph 1,3) is small,

we can describe the group as semi-autonomous; that is to

say its high level of influence gives it independence.

In each of these three analyses we are entitled to talk of the influence

of one variable (the independent) on the other (the dependent variable) as pos-

tulated in the causal formulation of the hypothesis. The statistical

results are highly significant and it is important to notice that these

results are achieved without any third order interation, that Is to

say without contingencies.

The two-step approach to causal analysis requires not only significant

outcomes for each step, but that the combination of Step 1 and 2 should

also show acceptable results. The calculation is as follows

Step 1 1 2 0.41 df 2

2
Step 2 X =50.27 df - 5

2
Total I 50.68 df - 52

The probability for this result Is well above 0.10.

C '... ..............,,, . ..... .................
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A useful graphic way of presenting the results relating to hypothesis 1

are shown in Figure 9. The results fail to contradict the hypothesis.

FIGURE 9

PATH-LIKE PRESENTATION OF RESULTS RELATION TO HYPOTHESIS 1

The figures are standardized Lamdas from Table 8 ?1
IPC/A + B (ph i & 3)

Ach -.-

3.054 6.019

SP/E - SU/A (Ph 2 & 4)

- 4.633 (_"____ _-

3.756 P

PD (Ph 1 3)3 PC/F

Note Slnle-headed arrows indicate relationships. D6uble-headed

arrows indicate influence or causality.

For the remaining four hypotheses we will use an abbreviated

procedure by presenting Stage 1 and 2 analysis in a single table

supplemented by a Path-like diagram. The results will be interpreted

from the diagram and related to the hypotheses.

The results from Hypothesis 2 are summarized in Table 9. -

-77'1.
,, .°. . % ,- % \ . .'



TABLE 9

ECTA ANALYSIS OF HYPOTHESIS 2

STAGE 1

Row EFFECT LA2DA STAND. MULTIPLIC.
LAMDA Log-linear

1 IPC/AB(3) m

1.079 4.072 2.943
IPC/AB(1)

2 PD (1,3)
PD(,3) -0.968 -3.723 0.380IPD/AB(3)

X =0.03 df 2 p= .9873

STAGE 2

*-J.

Row EFFECT LAUDA STAND. MULTIPLIC. LOGIT
1 2 LADA Log-Vlnear PARAVETER

1 Ach
S/Ah 3,.535 5.461 1.707SU/AB(3,4)"

2 SU/AB (3,4) - .585 -5.611 .557
CI (4)

3 U/AU 3 .525 4.067 1.691 1.050
IPC/AB(3)

4 SU/AB (3,4) - .646 -5.197 .524 - 1.292
PD(1,3)

2
1 = 52.84 df n 49 p = .3280

2
Global Evaluation Hypothesis 2 1 - 52.87 df 8 51 p .10

-. A- .t a . .t.-a.oa
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FIGURE 10

PATH-LIKE PRESENTATION OF RESULTS RELATING TO HYPOTHESIS 2

The figures are standardized Lamdas from Table 9

IPC/A & B (ph 1) Ach

4.072 5.461(IPC/A & B (ph 3) 4.067 SU/AB
(Ph 3, 4)

-3.723 -5.611

PD (Ph 1,3) CI (Ph 4)

Note Double-headed arrows indicate relationships, single-headed

arrows indicate influence or causality.

The most significant directed relationship is between Power Distance

in Phases 1 and 3 (PD (Ph 1,3)) and Skill Utilization of lower level

employees in Phases 3 and 4 (SU/AB (Ph 3, 4)) with a standardized Lamda

of -5.197. It signifies that when the influence-power distance between

high and low levels of the organization is high, skill utilization of

lower level employees will be low in Phases 3 and 4 of the decision cycle.

The second significant directed relationship with a Standardized Laada
1

of 4.067 shows that when lower level employees have influence over .-

decisions in the Finalization stage of the cycle, their skill utilization

will be high, both In the Finalization and Implementation of decisions

(IPC/AB (Ph 3-- -SU (Ph 3, 4)).

1 From now on abbreviated St. Lamds-

-7,.
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The other relationships are interpreted as follows

(a) When lower level employees have influence at the beginning of

a decision cycle, they also tend to have influence in the

Finalization phase (St. Lamda 4.072)

(b) When the skills of lower level employees are used (in Phases 3 and 4) 6 !

the organization's level of Achievement is also high (St. Landa

5.461). At the same time, the skill utilization of lower level

employees (in Phases 3 and 4) of the decision cycle is associated

with a low intensity of conflict in the implementation phase of

the decision cycle (St. Lamda - 5.611).

(c) There is a significant relationship between the influence of

lower level employees (IPC/AB (Ph 3)) in the Finalization stage

of decision making and the Skill Utilization of these lower

level employees in the last two phases of decision making

(St. Lamda 4.067).

When we aggregate these path-like findings from Figure 10, we obtain

an interesting picture in support of Hypothesis 2

Organizations in which senior levels have considerably more

influence than lower levels, particularly at the Start up and

finalization phase of decision making, produce low Skill

Utilization of these lower level employees and this low Skill

Utilization is associated with low Achievement and a high

intensity of conflict in the critical Implementation phase

of the decision cycle. Since our variable Achievement is

defined as the extent to which planned decisions are implemented,

the picture which emerges from this analysis shows considerable

internal as well as construct validity.

~ ~-~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - o
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The results from Hypothesis 3 are shown in Table 10 and Figure 11.

Since this hypothesis specifies the existence of Internal

Turbulence (INT.T) as a moderator or contingency variable, a special

preliminary model was analysed using a five-way contingency table

using high and low levels of INT.T. The chi square was not acceptable;

This finding gives a certain amount of support to the idea

that INT.T is a moderator. However, as can be seen from the two-stage

results in Table 10, and the Path-like Figure 11, the best interpretation

Is probably to treat INT.T as an additional independent variable.

The results can be interpreted as follows

(a) The most significant directed relationship indicates that

Internal Turbulence leads to Delay in the Implementation

phase of the decision process (St. Lamda 1.483).

(b) Interference from outside the core organization or Negative

Mets Power (UP) in Phases 1, 2 and 3 of the decision cycle

also leads to Delay in phase 4, the Implementation phase.

(St. Lamda 0.440).

(c) Negative Meta Power is, however, associated with Status Power

of senior management. Where negative Meta Power (Phases 1, 2, 3)

is high, senior management's Status Power is also high

(St. Lamda 2.951).

(d) When Internal Turbulence is high, the Status Power of senior

management tends to be low (St Lamda - 4.963).

Since undue delays in implementing agreed decisions is often thought

to be a major problem in modern organizations, these findings are of

some interest in pin-pointing potential causes, namely Internal Turbulence

(the undertainty and unpredictability of events inside the core organization)

and the intrusion of external influence.
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TABLE 10

ECTA ANALYSIS OF HYPOTHESIS 3

STAGE 1

ROW EFFECT LAMDA STAND. MULTIPL.

LAMDA LOG-LINEAR
2 3 4

1 SP/D .571 2.951 1.770
nMP(1,2,3)

2 SP/D - 1.402 -4.963 0.246

INT.T

X : 2.51 df = 2 p = .2848

STAGE 2

ROW EFFECT LAMDA STAND. MULTIPL. LOGIT
LAMDA LOG-LIN PARAMETER

1 2 3 4 5

1 DEL (4)
INT .T .394 2.024 1.483 0.788

2 DEL (4)
n UP (1,2.3) -.807 -5.600 0.440 - 1.614

X2 : 22.27 df = 20 p = .3259

2
Global Evaluation Hypothesis 3 X = 24.78 df = 22 p .10

%

p-.q

h°i

.1r

• ,.I- " ...., .., .. , . " ' '' " " '' ', . , ., -" . . . . " . -", ' .• " . .. . . . , . , . " ". . ,. . .. , ' " ,
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FIGURE 11

PATH-LIKE PRESENTATION OF RESULTS RELATING TO HYPOTHESIS 3

The figures are standardized Landas from Table 10

nMP (1,2,3) EFF

2.951 ( .110 .

SP/D DEL (4)

I NT. T

Note Double-headed arrows indicate relationships, single-headed I
arrows indicate influence or causality.

I:

t7 C **Lp_
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The results fail to contradict the hypothesis. However, one of the

interactions was unexpected, namely (c) above. We suggest one of two

explanations for the co-existence of high Status Power of senior

management with negative Meta Power. One explanation is by way of

analogy with the Public Relations dictum that 'all news is good news' -

even if it is critical. The interest shown by outside management in

the affairs of the core organization may be interpreted as legitimating

and adding status to senior management in the core organization even if

senior management's own interpretation is that the outside interest

constitutes an interference with their own position. The alternative

explanation is that the interaction n.MP - P/D is an artefact of

other circumstances. It is possible that high Status Power, even in

juxtaposition with negative Meta Power, is due to other factors, for

instance high Internal Turbulence (St. Lamda -4.963).1

The results from Hypothesis 4 are summarized in Table 11 and Figure 12.

As in the case of Hypothesis 3, which also specifies a contingency variable,

a preliminary analysis was carried out, but as can be seen from Table 11

and Figure 12, external Turbulence is more appropriately classified as

an independent variable.

The results of Hypothesis 4 analysis are complex. It will be seen

that in Stage 1 of Table 11 we give interaction effects which yield non-

significant levels in Row: 3, 4, 5, 7, Some seem to imply higher

order effects (for instance Row 7 and 8) and help to obtain a better

overall model. They will not be used in the interpretation of results.

In Figure 12 these Landas are given in brackets.

The main results can be interpreted as follows

(a) High levels of external management intervention in phases

1 and 3 ( MP(Ph 1,3)) lead to low conflict intensity in

the Implementation phase of decision making.

1 We are aware that the causal implication of this explanation exceeds

the findings from ECTA. A

",. .," •• "..o ",_ . ",.',. - .. " ',. '-"- "."/,:,': :','" " ""'Z "_ -. z. "q ' . ' '. .. . , . , . . .
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TABLE 11

ECTA ANALYSIS OF HYPOTHiESIS 4

STAGE 1

ROW EFFECT LANDA STAND. KULTIPL.
LAMDA LODG-LIN.

12 3 4

1 SP/D - IPC/D -. 727 -3.032 0.483
(1.2,3,4) ____

2 SP/D - Ext.T .665 2.838 1.944

3 +MP(l,2) -IPC/D
(1,2,3,4) .353 1.532 1.423

4 .eMP(1,2) - Ext.T .063 .280 1.065

5 *MP(1,2) -SP/D .319 1.452 1.376

6 Ext.T -IPC/D .678 2.383 1.970
(1,2,3,4)

Sp/D -IPC/D -Ext.T -.467 -1.864 0.627

+MP(1,3) -IPC/D -.845 -3.812 0.430
-Ext.T

2
x =3.85 df 3 p . 2 7 8 0

STAGE 2

ROW EFFECT LANDA STAND. KULTIPL. LOGIT
LAMDA LOG-L IN. PARAMETER

1 2 3 4 5

1 CI(4) + IP(1,3) -. 354 -2.695 .702 - .708

2 CK(4) IPC/D .654 5.128 1.924 1.308
(1,2,3,4)

3 CI(4) Ext.T .563 4.5W9 1.755 1.128

4 SU/D(3) eNP(1,3) - .394 -3.832 .675 -. 788

1 2 a48.74 df -42 p .2201

Global Evaluation for Hypothesis 4

2
1 i52.59 df 45 p .10
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(b) High levels of external management intervention in Phases

1 and 3 (+MP (Ph 1,3)) produce low Skill Utilization of

senior management in the Finalization stage of the decision

cycle (St. Lamda -3.832).

(c) When senior management has substantial influence and power in

all phases of the decision cycle (IPC/D (Ph 1, 2, 3, 4) this

leads to considerable conflict in the Implementation stage of

decision making (St. Lamda 5.128).

These three outcomes described above have causal implications.

(d) When external Turbulence is high, Status Power of senior

management is also high (St. Lamda 2.838).

Hypothesis 4 is contradicted by the results of the ECTA analysis.

Findings (a) and (b) were predicted In the reverse direction and

External Turbulence is not usefully described as a contingency but plays

a useful role as a predictor of low conflict and low skill utilization.

The results from Hypothesis 5 are shown in Table 12 and Figure 13.

There are two significant directive relationships

(a) Low Delay in the Implementation phase is a consequence

of high influence by lower levels of the organization

in phases 2 and 3 (St. Lamda - 3.624).

(b) When Joint Consultative Committees exercise high influence

in Phases 2 and 3 of the decision cycle, the decision

process is effective (money and other resources are well

used) (St. Lamda 4.654).

Three non-directive relationships are significant

(c) There is a highly significant relationship between lower
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TABLE 12

ECTA ANALYSIS OF HYPOTHESIS S

STAGE 1

ROW EFFECT LAMDA STAND. ULTIPL.
LAMDA LOG-LIN.

1 2 3 4

1 IPC/E(2,3) .0 -
IPC/AB(293).05 464225.

2
x 0 df 0

4., ISTAGE 2

ROW EFFECT LANDA STAND. KULTIPL. LOGIT
LADA LOG-LIN. PARAMETER

1 2 3 4 5
- 1 DEL(4) )

1 S (2)- .384 -3.619 .681~~~SU/A(2 ,3),.--

- 2 DEL(4
.4IP/A(23)-.525 -3.624 .592 -1.050

SU/A3 ,3) .569 3.933 1. 767

4 EFF
IP/(23 705 4.654 2.025 1.410

• " ~ ~IPC/E(2,3) . ,

2/ 1 25.30 df - 24 p = .2343

Global Evaluation X 25.30 df =24 p U .10

. .. . . . 4.

"o 44'

,.4

i/ Fl
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FIGURE 13

PATH-LIKE PRESENTATION OF RESULTS RELATING TO HYPOTHESIS 5

The figures are standardized Lamdas

PK

&.654 -3.619

Note Double-headed arrows indicate relationships, single-headed
arrows indicate influence or causality.

......................... I I 1I I I I - 1 1 ... .... .7-...
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management influence and the influence of the Joint

Consultative Committee (St. Lamda 4.654).

(d) There is a significant relationship between Skill Utilization

of workers in Phases 2 and 3 and the Effectiveness of the

decision process (St. Landa 3.933).

(e) There is a significant relationship between Skill Utilization -M

of workers in Phases 2 and 3 and an absence of Delay in the

Implementation phase of the decision process (St. Lamda -3.619).

The hypothesis is not contradicted by the results of this analysis.

PI4~i
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SUMARY

Objectives

The research set out to study some critical aspects of the process

of inter-organizational decision-making over time. Ten dimensions

(see pp 27-28) are identified as being critical to this process and each

was measured over a four phase diachronic cycle. An airport was chosen

as the site for the study for three reasons

(i) the decision process of airport organizations had never

been investigated, although they were likely to play an

increasingly important role in the growing leisure industry

as well as in military use;

(1i) airports had developed an organization structure of semi-

autonomous units, and this mechanism is likely to grow

in other organizations, particularly those that are subjected

to turbulence and where low morale is due to the excessive

size of the organizational unit;

(iii) it was hoped that variations in turbulence could be assessed

fairly easily In an airport setting.

The theoretical model (Figures 5 and 6, pp 22-23) was developed from

previous research and sets out to identify organizational infrastructures

which facilitate the utilization of competence (Heller & Wilpert, 1981).

The exercise of influence In the decision-making process is seen as

the major independent variable. There are two aspects to influence.

One is identified on the level of an individual's behavior. It is

measured by the Influence-Power Continuum (p 28). The other Is

measured in relation to the role exercised by an organizational level

(for instance Foremen), a group, or a committee. It Is called Status

Power (p 28). Both measures are developed from previous research

(Keller, 1977; DIO, 1979; DIO, 1983). The main dependent variables

are Skill Utilization, Achievement and Effectiveness (p 27-28).

It will be seen that our decision-making research is conceptually

as well as methodologically very different from the classical

deterministic and probabilistic approach (see for instance Pask, 1976).
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Field Research Methods

The research method aims at obtaining very accurate information

on the selected variables at each phase of the diachronic process.

This is achieved by a multimethod approach combining individual

interviews, group sessions, attendance of committee meetings, content

analysis of committees and, in particular, Group Feed-back Analysis

(see pp 26-39). Group Feed-back Analysis (Heller, 1969; Brown &

Heller, 1981) is in this research used primarily as a way of checking

on the validity of the researcher's assessment of the data. Where

necessary, several feed-back sessions were used until the respondents and

the researchers felt confident that accuracy had been achieved. The

objectives of this kind of feed-back are very different from the more

traditional survey feed-back procedures (see for instance US Army, 1977).

Tape recording was used on all individual interviews and group

sessions. This material was content analyzed and used for the

quantitative data of Tables 1 - 5 and for checking the accuracy of

scoring in the analysis of 108 major decisions which are shown In all

other tables. Samples of the voluminous transcripts are collected in

Appendix 2.

Results.

Stansted Airport operates with a highly decentralized organization. We

identified eleven semi autonomous units and studied the decision process

of four of these in some depth. Their relationship with their own Head

offices and the local organization of the airport is complex but follows

the scheme described in Figure 1 (p.ll). The semi autonomous structures

are particularly well suited to cope with the uncertainties created by

external interventions (Met& Power)

It seems that the existence of so many semi autonomous units creates

a democrative decision making style which gives lower levels of the

organization a substantial amount of influence in certain phases of the

decision cycle. By studying the events in each separate phase, we are

able to reach causal explanations with a substantial degree of accuracy.

In testing five specific hypotheses by means of ECTA we found that third

order or contingency variables did not add significantly to the statistical

results. Influcence and power variables are the most Important predictors

of skill utilization. Achievement and efficiency as well as conflict

intensity were the main dependent variablea. To fully understand the

. . . . . . . . .
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inter-relations and causal effects of the measured dimensions, the

analysis by phases was essential. The findings therefore support

the theoretical framework (Figure 5 and 6. pp.2 2-2 3 ). Four of the

five specific hypotheses are supported by ECTA results. In the case

of the fifth hypothesis, the interactions were as predicted but

causality was reversed.

'p..
-p..°
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AIRPORT RESEARCH: INTERVIEW WITH RON UNGER ON DECENTRALIZATION

30/7/80

They attempt to 'maximise local decision-making'. He

does not want local decisions referred to him, e.g. he has

just refused to accept a complaint from a Heathrow employee

about holiday dates because it is a matter for the local

personnel manager.

However, there are some exceptions to this rule. All

pay negotiations, including terms and conditions of employment,

are settled centrally. The aim is consistency throughout all

airports. No one would want this policy changed. All other

matters may be dealt with locally providing they do not inter-

fere with any other airport. Unfortunately, most issues do

involve other airports. Again, most people accept the

reasonableness of this rule.

He cites the example of Stansted, where because of

muddy conditions on the airport, the staff requested gumf

boots some two years ago, and the local management agreed,

and issued the boots. 'Immediately there was a claim for I

gum boots from all other airports', although at Heathrow

there is no possible need for boots - the staff s*imply

wanted to take them home for their gardening. For this

reason local decisions have to be centrally monitored.

Another recent example happened at Gatwick, where

~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~........_.._._.:.,.'... .. " .. ..... "......... ..,t..."...... ... ...-.. .,.'...," ..... .. ,-. ... ...
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the local personnel manager wanted to introduce a free

dental service for employees. RU had to stop it, because

there would have been similar demands from other airports.

The local manager should 'have known better'.

There was also the recent occasion of the Chairman's

annual staff meeting, for which staff are brought to Central

London from all over Britain to hear the Chairman's report

and to ask questions on it. This year it was decided that

people would be responsible for making their own way to the

meeting, but a group of Heathrow people suggested to the

local Personnel Manager that coaches might be laid on to

transport them to the meeting, and he agreed. Again RU

had to stop it. They 'don't want trouble,' so they 'have

to be sensitive' to the climate.

As to how he heard of these local difficulties, in

the case of the gum-boots the Personnel Manager of another

airport rang him up about it when the demand was made by

trade unions of other airports, and with the Gatwick dental

scheme he saw a memo about it. The case of the Heathrow

coaches was stopped when one of his staff picked up the 4

scheme and told him about it. Most of his Personnel Managers

support him in instances like this, and admit to not having I
seen the implications of a decision if it has to be reversed.

*. . . * ° , , °.. .o .° o .. . • o ° ° . - . . . . . . . . • . . , . ' . • o -
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The general attitude of the unions is 'to get the

maximum benefits for their members', but the better ones

also see management's point of view. The less responsible

ones try to circumvent central control, even to trying to

trick local management into making concessions dishonestly.

The unions often recognise this, and don't object to

management disciplining such people.

30 The major disadvantage of decentralization is that

'it enables branch units to be picked off one against

the other'. However, local working practices are decided

locally, as are shift rosters and time off. Recruitment

up to lower management levels "e done locally, although

RU himself monitors it.

Many people in industry and politics would like to

see participation go away, but 'they're just burying their

heads in the sand', and the Prior approach is correct. BAA

has worked hard at participation, and will continue to do

so. They have 'total union participation and negotiations

right up to a high level of management'. Only Directors,

40 deputy Directors, and General Managers, are not unionized.

Each airport has its own representative system, and super-

imposed on that is the central machinery.

.1
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Of course, representation is not necessarily participation.

But the local managers are obliged to negotiate through the

trade union machinery. They do have informal discussions

with work groups, but these have to be ratified by the unions.

Local negotiators are expected to be familiar with central

policy, and this is facilitated by meetings of all personnel

managers once a month. These meetings are designed to secure

a common approach.

He feels his own style is 'to direct, guide, persuade

and convince, not to order or command'. For example, he is

seeking a consensus opinion on a common system for handling

job applications, but doesn't want to be autocratic about it.

Quality circles 'can be an enforcing policy or an

enabling policy', and to decide on either would require

discussion and agreement.

50 They have no control over who the trade unions appoint

as their representatives, whether lay or official. The levels

of competence and integrity vary considerably, but those who

are incompetent or dishonest are in a minority. TU reps

are usually appointed without training, but not necessarily

without experience. Management appointments, on the other

hand, are always subject to training. Decisions on training

are made both locally and centrally, for example an information

girl is trained locally, but a central campaign may sometimes

del.*
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be mounted to try and raise levels of competence. This

would be superimposed on the local job training. Each airport

has its training managers, who are part of the personnel

function.

LI
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STANSTED AIRPORT

Meeting with Two Union Representatives - Mike Bowen(?) and Steve Calinder(?)

Airport Feedback - 23rd June, 1981.

60 Interaction of sub-contractors did not come up at all on the minutes; I
why? It was dealt with separately because it was not BAA business.

However, when the union representatives thought about it, things which

were strictly relating to sub-contractors did sometimes come up, such

as the canteen or cleaning machines or runway resurfacing. But the

actual interaction itself did not come up, the relationship between

the sub-contractor and BAA management.

Did anything about the minutes strike the union reps as unusual or

interesting? Nothing really.

F. Heller was interested that although the balance was fairly even,

there were more trade union initiated items than management initiated

ones. Did this surprise union reps? No, after all the proportion of

workers to management was greater! Were they surprised that there

were as many management items as there were? They couldn't remember

what all of them were.

F. Heller drew attention to Table 5. Union reps thought a rather

large percentage were Just recorded information but Elisabeth Solomons

reminded everyone that this included the General Manager's Reports

which were regularly given.

F. Holler made the point that in the year '79/80 there was a very

strong emphasis on separate trade union/management statements. Did

union reps think this suggested a new style of operation? They thought

they had been through a transition period. Mr. Payne from BAA had

been down to the airport to urge staff to support the airport case.

It was admitted that there had been 'quite a few disagreements'.

Security had been the main problem because of the way It had been handled.

It was still unresolved. This was the problem of passenger search and

access.

I..7-
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F. Heller showed union reps a tabulation of decisions. Why the

delay in Health and Safety? Uncertainty - the firm didn't know

what it was required to do in respect of legislation and confusion

arose. Only in the last fortnight had they published a draft

copy of the Health and Safety. It was four years ago that the

Act was passedt It was a case of 'there is a law but we're not..

quite sure how it operates'.

Elisabeth thought that the pay and grading -as not effective.

Did union reps agree that it didn't L
achieve much? Elisabeth Solomon emphasised that she was not

talking about the pay and grading review process; she was only

analysing what happened to those questions related to pay and

grading in LJC. Unions said that pay and grading as such was

nothing to do with the LJC; it was a BAA implemented scheme in

which staff were invited to take part and it was dealt with at

Head Office. There were only one or two minor points which came

out as a result of that at the LJC level. The LJC had no say in

it; whatever the representative said at Head Office was done.

Was it useful to have it brought up at the LJC meeting? "Only to

get it off your chest." Mike thought it was quite a good exercise

but said that Tony would say it achieved nothing because of

craftsmens' ratings going down and Steve would agree with Tony.

But did it achieve anything specifically within the Stansted LJC?

No, it was recorded information about which one could do very little.

It was not part of the LJC process.

Apron Control scored ineffective and no achievement as well. Did

70 union reps think this a fair assessment? It was a completely wrong
design and had not been rectified in any way, so union reps agreed

with the assessment.

Did the union reps remember the issue of Security shifts and double

manning? Yes, that was over closing at night and it was resolved

at that time.

4.
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How about pole testing? That only came up once; had they spoken

to Tony about it? Yes Elisabeth Solomons had. a
New style uniforms dragged on a long time; it was resolved in the

end and was scored 2. However, it was hardly effective; should

it have been scored 1? Read Office had tried to make a standard

uniform representing the authority and staff could only pass their
comments on what was proposed. But it did take a lot more time

than it should have done? Yes. Was it justified to have this

issue discussed so frequently in LJC? From a union angle, it was -.-

because they could see problems which they didn't know the answers to,

but there were problem which there were quick answers available for.

Skill requirement was a difficult issue. For instance, when the

Health and Safety Committee proposal was initiated, it seemed to require

no particular skill, but to develop it needed more, and the implementation

of it in particular seemed to require a high amount of skill. Pay

and Grading was down as requiring high skill throughout the cycle.

"Yes it did".

End of Side 1.

Side 2.

Did they think the double manning was a complicated issue? Very.

Did it require a lot of skill on the part of the committee to understand

it? Yes, understanding other peoples' work patterns is always hard at

the best of times, and understanding particular problems related to how

they work is even harder.

Did pole testing require a fair amount of skill? Unions felt the

committee understood the issue in general terms when Tony brought it up.

It was agreed that the issue took a moderate amount of skill to understand.

Uniforms required no special skill to understand in the Committee.

There was some relationship between conflict intensity and skill

requirement. For instance under Pay and Grading, there was high

conflict and also high skill. Functioning of Health and Safety

Committee - fair amount of conflict: moderate amount of skill.
" -'" ":"'"' ; """ ""- - "- - "- . .
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This made sense. But was there any relationship between conflict
,J.

intensity and effectiveness or achievement. This was ultimately d,

the objective of the research. If there were achievement where -1-V

conflict was high, then conflict might be no bad thing. Union reps

thought that in the cases Just discussed, high conflict went with

low achievement. Low effectiveness may have been the reason for

high conflict.
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STANSTED - Taped Interviews - 27 June 1983

FAH summarised the complex relationship between Ground Services and

the Airport. He described the management structure of Service Air,

and the way in which it impinged on the day to day management at the

airport. It could lead to difficulties. Did the interviewee

experience problems in his dealings with management as a result of the

organizational structure? Also, the Airport authorities did not always

use the extensive experience which Mr Lynton (sic) had accumulated and

which he said was available to the airport. On the other hand, because

of the nature of the contract between Service Air and the airport and the

relationship which had developed over the time of its existence, Service

Air did have a degree of influence and independence which could be valuable.

SERVICE AIR That all seems very accurate. Our Head Office management, we feel, is a

bit complex. It does seem to work well, actually. Our station

manager here will be dealing direct with our head office management and

I suppose by the time they've dealt with it among themselves and it comes

down to the lower management at Stansted, that everything is quite straight

forward - or as much as it can be. We don't seem to get involved in all

the complexities.

FAR When you say it gets down to lower management at Stansted do you mean your

organization or Stansted's?

SERVICE AIR I mean Service Air's.

PFA How long have you been with Service Air yourself?

SERVICE AIR Five years.

AN So you feel that that is exactly what is happening under Mr ?'s

managership - that the relations with head office, although potentially

complex, work quite smoothly.

SERVICE AIR Yen. Because I think you mentioned the accessibility of all the directors,

and the senior people at head office. They are very accessible. Anyone

really can talk to them. There is no problem.

PAR They don't come here often, do they?

SERVICE AIR Not often. They do come down several times during the year - not very

regularly. But you know, a telephone call - and you can get through

to them.

FAR Where are they situated?

SERVICE AIR Audley Edge. Manchester way.

PAR go they are situated in the middle of the country because you service a

number of different airports.

* "
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SERVICE AIR Yes. Mainly in the North of England. Jersey, Guernsey and

Stansted are the only ones really in the South. The rest are in

Scotland and northern England.

FAR You've explained the relationship between your organization and your

own service area organization as being good, because the people are

accessible. Now here, you have a different sort of management, to

whom you are also responsible in a sort of way ...

SERVICE AIR The airport managers.

FAH There is always then the potential of difference between the Service -.

Air management and the Stansted management and the fact that there are

several managers here that have an interest in your kind of activity -

that also struck us as being a bit complex.

SERVICE AIR That's right. The airport managers have changed. There's the

general manager - and he's changing again shortly - and then there's

the terminal manager, and the operations manager. So it's much the

same - the structure of the airport management, as the structure of the

office management. I think we find it more of a strain and more of a

problem dealing with the airport management, than with our own. I

suppose it's because we're that much more removed from them. Having

said that, I know when Mr Lynton C?) was manager, relations were quite

strained at some times between ourselves and the airport. We've had a

change of manager and the airport itself has, and things do seem to be

a bit smoother.

FAB This is due to the personalities of the new people?

SERVICE AIR I think that had a lot to do with it. We still have our problems and

disagreements, but on the whole it does seem to run smoother.

FAB Even at the time, we noticed that the personal relations were good and

that made what could be very awkward .... The point of complexity is

that if the people themselves are not very well tuned to this working, -

if you don't get on well, then the fact of six people bearing down on

you could be a problem. If everybody's perfect and easily accessible 1A.

and so on, then that becomes manageable ... maybe not even a problem.

But the potential in there. There are about 55 people at head office

and you say there's 19 other airports. As you said, you may get very

easy access when they're all there, but they can't all be there all the

time, with 19 other airports around. The question, I suppose, is this:

Now much independence was Mr Lynton given, and how much did you have to

° , • . . . . . . . ..-. .-.-
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give up vis a via top management, and how many constraints were there ...

what feelings did you have about that?
SERVICE AIR At times you get the impression that you can't do anything without

referring to head office - things where expenditure is involved there's

a certain limit as to how much you can authorise for spending. He

does have quite a lot of leeway to make his own decisions most of the

time. Things like finances are usually referred back to head office.

Most of the airlines are on credit with a contract negotiated with our

head office. You might have someone turn up - a little known airline -

out of the blue. We have a series of ad hoc rates for them. Something

often is negotiated here amongst ourselves and It would be referred to

head office just for their confirmation or OK. So they have the final

say in most things. And employing staff as well. Our station

manager would make a recommendation to head office for what he sees would

be the requirements, and head office will say Yea or Neigh to that.

PAR Your new manager, Mr Carter, has been here now for a year nearly and

did he come from another airport?

SERVICE AIR He came from Cardiff; he was the station manager there. That's

quite a considerably smaller station.

FAR And the staff? Has that changed? Are you more or fewer now than

you were previously?

SERVICE AIR Just about the same, I would say. We have seasonal peaks in summer

and employ temporary staff. But I think we're just about at the same

level as earlier.

PAN Let's just leave it at that.

SOLOMON When your company has to make a decision here at Stansted, who would

have more influence on the decision - the Stansted airport people, or

your head office?

SERVICE AIR It's very tricky, actually. The final say would be down to our people

at head office - the directors. It depends on what sort of problem

it involves. Just the day to day .... but If It's a major item,

in that case then the station manager if he didn't have his own opinion

would consult a few choices and then make a recommendation to our head

office.

PAS I haven't got this clear in my mind, but it seems that from the point of

• ~ view of relations with head office, it is less complicated than It t

In" n terms of here - there are fewer. bosses around. On the other hand,

the relations with local management are more likely to be fraught with ,]
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difficulties because catering is a very emotional subject. Everybody

eats or wants to eat more and better ... so that there's this potential

that who also have a contract (I think it's a five year contract)

and a contract like this gives you shelter within limits. Subject to

the contract you can go ahead and do things .... and that's the unusual

aspect of the whole of this management - decentralization. Nevertheless

on a day to day basis there is this considerable need to relate to what

is going on, and therefore to relate to management (airport management)

preferences, which create strains in terms of maximizing your own interests -

and making a reasonable return for your business and yet pleasing the

local people. But the turbulence or uncertainty, therefore, seems to

be quite high - obviously there are different things that will evolve S
at short notice. You'll get a load of people coming in or a cancellation,

or something, and this is not something that head office can manage.

You really have to manage this on your own here within your own organization,

or get your requests and your orders or whatever it is from the local

airport management. So that seems an area where friction

SOLOMON I guess we could test ... we had a lot more data back then.... but

perhaps if we had the right information - our perception from what we

studied was that the manager here is left on his own and ....

WOMAN I don't hear from them for days sometimes. The only time we really

have contact is if they want some paperwork or if they've lost a copy of

something. All the functions that are done - I may mention it to them

in conversation or I may not. It's that situation. We run it here

and they run it there.

SOLOMON So you are in charge and if there are any decisions to be made, then you

make the decision with the assistance of the airport management -

whatever things would be governing their decisions ...

WOMAN That can be a problem sometimes, more so probably than Service Air's or

the cleaners, because I have a set menu - a very vast menu, but a set

menu and where my directors in London do have their two other restaurants

(one's a small cafeteria type restaurant) ... if they fancy putting

on something special : strawberries and cream, then it does. I can't

do that. I have to ask for permission first. It may take a week.

Ten weeks ago I asked for permission to put a hot pie machine on the

counter. It's still in stores. It's not come out yet, because they

were deciding about it. My director said well can't you Just put it on

the counter and plug it in? You can't do that. You must ask permission.
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And until permission comes, it just sits in the stores.

AThey got it for you?

N No, it came from a company that supplies all our meat pies. That's

something that you learn to live with. It doesn't bother me any more.

It did at first, I used to get very upset about It all because you had

all these things you wanted to sell, and you couldn't sell them. It

doesn't bother me now - I'm used to it.
OLOMON So you wait until they make a decision? Do you try to influence them?

40AN Yes, I may mention something in conversation and say "Do you remember

that we're waiting for a decision?". "Oh, yes, yes - we will decide." ''

It's something you do get used to. But the directors, again, have

never had an airport to run. They had no idea, no idea. They've had

to conform so much. They felt that they could just come in and run it

exactly as they do their Rose Garden and the Cake House in London.

15,000 people go through there a day in the summer. The Rose Garden,

Regent's Park. And again in the Cake House. You have Trooping of

the Colour. It isn't just one week, it's three weeks. Two weeks run -

up to it and then the actual thing. So they're dealing with 10-15,000

people a day. We don't see that in a month. We don't see it sometimes

in three months. This is what they couldn't understand. They thought

they were getting into an airport - and that's fantastic!, you know -

and their little mental tills were ringing like mad and it hasn't taken

off the way they expected.

FA0 The Cake House? Where is that?

WOMAN Birdcage Walk. Near to Buckingham Palace, just behind Whitehall.

It is a good location and you see, they've had that 25 years.

PAE But they haven't expanded it?

WOMAN No, and you see, they were offered the airport catering. By then

the BAA Catering Advisory Officer had run down. Because every morning

when he was In his office, which is just opposite there, he used to

pop down for his coffee and his fresh Danish pastry, you see, and he

used to enjoy that.

PAR Ah, that's Buckingham Palace ... they have this personal contact. They

just talked about these things ... 2:
WOMAN Exactly. were pulling out and "Why don't you try for an

airport? Your catering's good." And that's how it all came about.

And of course. I think they were expecting the same turnover and the

same sort of people. O It is a nice restaurant. In the wrong place,

.-.-
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but it is a nice restaurant. And they thought "This is lovely!".

They thought "We're going to have all this and BAA are going to do

this for us and that for us", but it didn't materialise.

FAH But they must have been told that this airport wasn't ....

WOMAN I'm afraid my directors tend to live in the future, not the past and

not the present. They are always looking towards what they can make

and what they can do, and we've tried to explain to them that this is

an airport. It's been here a long time and it's going to be a long

time before they actually do anything with it. If they're really

interested, they've got to be in here at least 10 or 15 years before

they find anything materialises out of it.

FAH What did they say to that?

WOMAN Well, at the time - "No, no, it won't take that long." But of course,

it will. Most of us will probably be looking towards retirement before

anything actually happens, I would have thought. It's bound to be

at least 20 years before this kind of thing actually takes off.

Probably if they do give it, it will be 10 years and the buildings will

be here and everything else, but as far as my company is concerned, I

don't think they will hang on. I was surprised that they took the five

year contract. Because they came in at the end of the first year and

took the five year contract. And - the sort of company they are - they

didn't tell the staff; didn't tell their own staff here at the airport.

They Just all went back to London. And I said "Aren't you going to tell

the staff?" I mean, they were all sitting up there, coming in in their

own time - you see they don't look at it that way. They're not used

to dealing with fulltime staff. They only have casual labour and part-

time staff in London. So they've never had people that are concerned about

their Jobs. This was something that was new to them. And when I went

to the terminal after the meeting, and they were all there waiting to

hear whether they'd got their Jobs for the next five years - because

with a new company coming in, it doesn't necessarily mean that they'll

take the staff. This is what Tesslers (?) did. Tesslers didn't take

the staff - they took 7 out of 20 and brought in 15 of their own. They

interviewed and brought them in. None of them had catering experience.

They Just left them on our doorstep and away they went.

PAR So why did they change over, do you think?
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Well, they interviewed the staff and they all thought they were Grandmet-

orientated. They didn't want Grandmet. They wanted Tesslers.

But as I say, it's changed. And they've had to appreciate, and I

think now they do, that we've now gone back to something like 14-15

Grandmet that stayed. We've trained them up and they've stayed

Airport catering work is a very special work. You can come in at 6

o'clock in the morning, where Richard and Pat are slightly different ...

They may need their staff to stay on a little while ... but they've had

regular shifts and they come in and out, don't they? Where we are, we're

cut down to the minimum staff anyway and some days you're falling over

one another, and everybody says "God", you know "All these people!"

"We don't need them." So my directors' impression would be "Send

them home". Which is what they do in London. But they're contracted

to work 30 or 40 hours. You can't suddenly send them home. You have

to keep them there and find something for them to do. Another time,

like a Saturday, there was a delay for four or five hours - they needed

feeding. The unit should cloae at 6, but we were open right the way

through until Sunday night. We didn't close down at all Saturday night.

We fed the people. We were very short of staff towards the evening.

But you couldn't call on anybody. They had to come back for Sunday,

which was a very long day. So you're really stretched. And they are

special staff. They'll do 18, 20 hours some days and they'll be back at

6 in the morning. I doubt whether they have that within the other unit,

because they have shift work, which we just cannot keep to, because we've

tried having shift work. We tried them in at 6 and out 2, in at 2 till

11 or 12. But you'd find that nothing happened in the morning, but the

6 staff that were on in the evening were so pushed that they need a couple

of the other staff to help them. So we had to call them back. Which

meant at 6 in the morning again, they were still coming back, but they

were tired. It didn't work at all, really. I used to get In at half

past 8 in the morning, or 9 o'clock and close it at 5. No ppbblem at all.

Breakfast - a little late, I think - I would prefer to be open at 7, so

that's something they're thinking about and considering, because I do feel

that people go off their shift at 7 and come on at 7; they want breakfast

then. They don't want breakfast at 9 o'clock in the morning which is -

to me - rather late. So we're working on that one. But as It stands

at the moment, it closes at 5.
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FAH You have a different staff for the canteen? An entirely different

staff?

WOMAN They're all old Grandmet.

FAH Tell me now about the relationships. You say there's no problem,

no complexity, between yourself and the Airport management. We have

the impression, following through the local Joint consultative committee

meeting that from time to time there were the usual kind of problem.

WOMAN Oh yes. Like the hot pie machine. You bring them something in for the

use of the airport, thinking it will be useful to them and it will help them

and everybod7 else, and it takes so long for them to decide whether they

want to use it or not.

FAB Were there other problems - like they wanted subsidised meals at different

times, they wanted different hours of opening. Are you on the committee? (JCC)

WOMAN No. I'm on the security committee and on the airport users.

FAH And do these Item come up? T~ese problems?

WOMAN No, not really. No one really brings them up. Perhaps catering is

one of the ones .... it has been only very, very rarely brought up.

FAN How many committees are you on?

WOMAN Two

FAB The facilitation and security? That's security - not Health and Safety?

WOMAN That's a good change. You do make a lot of

because when we did our first few years, I don't think that ....

FAH How did it change?

WOMAN When the new company came in. My director was asked to come to these

meetings, but he didn't. So I had to come instead in his place.

And I've come to all the meetings ever since.

SOLOMON Is Reliance Cleaners involved in the facilitation committee?

WOMAN No.

FAR You were also with Grandaet, weren't you? OK, so you feel that the

relationship between yourself and the airport is smooth. You don't get

many complaints about food, timing, quality?

WOMAN You get the occasional complaint, and It's dealt with straight away. 40

PAN From the airport staff?

WOMAN You get the airport staff that complain at the canteen - the portions

have got smaller ... things like that. I mean, they use the same scoop

every day, but to them the portions have got smaller. When the prices

went up, we went in for a real hammering. We really did. I had to

put a letter up in the end saying that the staff would not be abused, and

":.
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if they were, they would be reported to BAA, because it was BAA's price

increase and the staff really took a hamering over that.

How did that come about - the price increase?

U4N They brought in a new finance manager and he took a good look at the

prices and he decided they hadn't gone up for some considerable time and

they really should be brought in line with Gatwick, so up they went. I

think it was about 25% overall, It didn't go down too well.

Whom does this benefit - why not you?

We are only managers of the canteen. We manage the canteen for the BAA.

So you get a fixed amount of pay irrespective of any new company - Kessler?

They get a management fee for running it irrespective of throughput?

Well, like the shuttle. It was opened up for five days, day and night.

It makes no difference to us. It all goes to the canteen, to the BAA.

And the management fee is fixed for the whole five years?

I'm not sure on that, but I would think so.

ON And the airport restaurant goes on a percentage?

Yes. That's a concession.

So when you say 'fixed' you m*an the staff canteen - and that's where the

prices went up. What about the airport restaurant? The prices are

under your control, are they?

No. They're under BAA.

But you benefit from any .hange in prices?

Yes. We take out a percentage.

Do you negotiate with then from time to time?

Yes. We should have negotiated In October. The prices should have gone

up In October, but my company are Just not used to airports. They were

told to bring in their prices by the end of September, so that at the

end of October the prices could go up. We had the meeting In October

for the price increase, and they hadn't prepared anything. Nothing at

all. They Just brought us sheets that said what they expected it to go ,

up to, but you can't do it that way. You have to do percentages ... you

have to go right the way through exactly the costings of everything. And

they hadn't done It. So Instead of saying "Well I haven't done it, but
I'll go away and do it and be back next week." My director said "Right.

Forget the price increase. We won't have one." So we didn't. We

should have had one on April 1. Be was late getting his prices in again
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and we didn't get the price increase until the middle of May. He

over-estimated on a number of things. We had tills presented to

us - brand new tills - with all the prices in them and we couldn't

use the tills for six weeks because they were all programmed wrong.

The prices he'd asked for, he hadn't got. And he'd wasted all that

time and money having these tills programmed with prices he hoped to get

and hadn't. The price increase arrived early one morning and straight

up it went. We have big boards that they go up on, and from the

moment they went up we started charging the new prices. We're back

to square one again with people complaining that the prices have gone

up, but again, It isn't our Increase. It's BAA's.

FAR But the people who buy their meals here are passengers, aren't they?

WOMAN Yes, there's passengers. But there's also a lot of people that - we

do a salad bar up there, and a lot of people like to come round ....

from the service area and the shops and the banks ... rather than come

down here. And you also get people like coach drivers, who are in

Gatwick and Heathrow and they have concessions there. And they're

not very happy (with the prices) either.

FAR All the details I've seen in relation to your previous management ....

WOMAN There doesn't seem to be much difference.

FAR The relationship with head office is different. For Instance we

didn't know so much of the details.

SOLOMON It sounds to me ... I think even the similarity is an interesting

question. The catering in this airport - I don't know the other

airports - seems to be given to inexperienced caterers and the actual

decision making that the manager of manageress has to do is more

Influenced by the airport, BAA and Stansted than by the parent company.

WOMAN Our directors have said this on a number of occasions. "You do work

for Tessler's and not for Stansted Airport". And heated arguments

that we've had with them .... But with respect to him, we may work for

Tessler's, but Tessler's are going to pull out one of these days and we're

still here, and we still must work for the interests of Stansted as well.

Stansted has as much power a Tesbler's does.

FAm You imagine that it there were another concessionaire coming In, you

would be able to take over *ad your job would be ...

WOMAN Well, we proved that, I think, with the last takeover with Tessler's.
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As we said - he took seven ... and we told him at the time, if he didn't

take the rest, he wouldn't run his unit. And within a month we were

struggling. The people we had ... We opened up on a Sunday morning,

which is the busiest morning of the week, at 6 o'clock. We had three

staff that knew what they were doing and four for the evening shift, and

we had a function for 200 and we had to run that unit day and night with

seven staff and we had another seven that didn't know where a knife and

fork went. I mean, it was unbelievable. We had a Chinese cook that

he'd employed that couldn't cook an egg and we didn't find out for about

three days until we realised that every tine we walked past, he bowed, j- 4

and that's all we got out of him. And he was so polite it was unbelievable.

But we found out that he couldn't cook at all. He'd interviewed him and

he'd said "Yes, he'd worked in kitchens". Which was correct. He'd

washed up! This is the sort of people he employed. One was an engineer

out of work and he liked him, so he employed him. That's what we got.

It was unbelievable.

FAH Metropolitan was more experienced in airport management than that, wasn't it?

WOiSEON They were more experienced in catering, because they did industrial

catering. Their other business was more industrial catering, and they

had more than one airport, but the airports they served : Stansted and

the Scottish airports - that was a new venture, and so when they started

they had no experience and the manageress here, she also was left ""etty

much on her own, and I think it was even a pattern. I could close my

eyes and pattern the two periods. Her beginning and progressing and

what you are doing and how you're progressing, and it's almost identical.

But of course, here you are ... Grandmet finally decided that there was

no future, that this was not the kind of ... they closed that whole

section. They closed their airport catering section. That was their

decision. Of course, we don't know what role BAA had in that decision.

WOMAN I don't think BAA had much on that, because we moved out in November, but

it was in June that we'd had a meting on the Friday and nothing had

been said. We were all quite happy about pay and different other things.

On the Saturday nothing was said. It was very quiet, a normal day. -

Then on the Sunday Mrs Stocks, who was the then manageress, she spent the

whole day in waiting and called in members of staff so she could tell them.

We weren't allowed to repeat it. Our husbands work here, boyfriends

work here, sisters, brothers, because its a very family unit Stansted

Airport, and everybody was sworn to secrecy, because no one was allowed .

.- o
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to sayBecause on 
Monday aorning at 9 o'clockL 

in were going All

the letters into all five airports. 
And I think th_ whole Idea was"We've bd enoug. And the impact will be that everybody 

will be pickiesng'

up the phone 
ad saying: 

"1ve just had 
Grandmet give 

their notice 
in,

pulling in six months." The other manager would be saying

"Yes. Theysve done it here." 
And literally, that's 

how it went.

They pulled out of 
all five at 9 o'clock 

on Monday morning. 
So I don't

really think 3AA had much to do with it.

' ONl Yea, but they did make the ltit decision. said "We re

pulling out It •..."snd they gave this proposal ...

not going to approve your proposal" 
ad so I would interpret that

Concludes meeting with 
Concessionaires

A.,
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